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productivity measurement, and summarizes new estimates of crop .and livestock productivity for U.S. regions
and states. The Delta region has the highest rate of crop livestock, and aggregate multiform productivity
increase during 1950-82. The Corn Belt region has a relatively low rate of productivity increase during the
study period and it ranked last among the ten regions in livestock productivity increases.
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY EFFECTS OF RESEARCH AND EDUCATION
Part IV
This part examines the impact of U.S. agricultural research and
education on agricultural productivity. Chapter 10 reviews the principles of
productivity index number construction, examines issues in sector and
regional productivity measurement, and summarizes new estimates of crop .and
livestock productivity for U.S. regions and states. The Delta region has the
highest rate of cropi livestock, and aggregate multifactor productivity
increase during 1950-82. The Corn Belt region has a relatively low rate of
productivity increase during the study period and it ranked last ^ong the
ten regions in livestock productivity increases.
Chapter 11 examines procedures for allocating productivity change among
noninput sources and presents an econometric examination of the contributions
to multifactor U.S. agricultural productivity of specific programs that are
designed to produce changes in the technology environment. These are
primarily public and private research, public extension, and farmers'
schooling. The analysis of data for 42 states for 1950-82 provides a new
estimate of the marginal rate of return on investment in public agricultural
research of 43 percent per year.
Chapter 12 examines the bias effects in input and output decisions of
U.S. cash grain farmers that are caused by public and private agricultural
research, public extension, and farmers' schooling. These effects are
changes in the relative mix of inputs and outputs in the production process.
During 1949-74, public and private crop research caused relative input bias
effects in favor of fertilizer usage and against farm labor and machinery
inputs. The large increase in soybean output during the period is driven by
prices and biases in agricultural technology caused by public research.
io^l
CHAPTER 10. U.S. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY;
' A review'
r
' ^ • it- r.." •• •
Productivity is. an economic concept having several different empirical
measures that relate to the economic performance of an activity, farm,
sector, or industry. Furthermore, these units may.be combined into different
levels of geographical,aggregation — farm, state, regional, or national
level. The appropriate choice of the set of_activities and geographical
level of. aggregation of productivity indexes depends _on the particular uses
or purposes for constructing the indexes. All productivity measures^ relate
one or more measures of.inputs to a measure of useful output.
Both .single (partial) and multifactor (totap factor productivity
measures appear, in the^ literature. The single-factor productivity measures
are the. ratio of output,^ generally of one activity, to one of the inputs in .
the production process, e.g., crop yield, average product of labor, average
product of livestpck feed. These singl^e factor measures of productivity,
which are average products, are subject to possible misinterpretation because
the sources of productivity changes are not only, changes in the use of the
input focused on in the index but also to .changes in use of other inputs and
shifts of the production function (National Research Council, 1975). When
the input or denominator of the single-factor productivity index is not
easily changed—for example with U.S. cropland—changes in average crop
yields over time give a rough indication of changes in efficiency of crop
production.
There are, however, many estimates of single-factor productivity that
can be derived for U.S. agriculture, one for each input-output combination.
A multifactor measure of productivity (MFP) permits summarization of a large
amount of information about production into a single index. The multifactor
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measure is the ratio of an index of useful outputs to an index of inputs.
This ratio is sometimes called a total-factor productivity index, but. this
seems to be a raislabel because public services—agricultural research, exten-
sion, infrastructure—and some nonconventional private inputs are not
included in the input index (National Research Council, 1979). Although
multifactor productivity indexes are sometimes criticized, they provide
valuable information as economic indicators of efficiency and - •
competitiveness. Consistency and quality control"are important • -
characteristics of productivity indexes when general public usefulness is
considered.
The objective of this chapter is to 1) review the principles of produc
tivity index number construction in light of earlier work including the
report of the AAEA Committee on Productivity (USDA, 1980), 2) examine issues
in sectoral and regional productivity measurement, and 3) summarize new
estimates of crop and livestock productivity for U.S. regions and states.
In section I, we review the methodology for deriving multifactor
productivity indexes. It includes a discussion of the accounting and produc
tion function approaches. The practical problems of deriving empirical
measures of multifactor productivity are discussed in section II. In section
III, problems and issues in USDA regional productivity measurements and in
deriving state productivity estimates are presented. Sections IV and V
summarize partial and multifactor measures of U.S. agricultural productivity.
.Section V presents new state multifactor productivity estimates for aggregate
output level for the crop and livestock sectors. Some conclusions and final




There are two basic procedures for deriving multifactor measures of
• r • I f I ' - »
productivity. They are accounting and production (or profit) function
approaches. With the accounting procedure, receipts are assumed to equal
expenditures, but no knowledge of the production function is presumed. All
1 ^ u-.' I i . ^ • • I ? • - • - f
of the early productivity measures for the' aggregate U.S. economy were oi
this type (Kendrick,' 19'61) / With the production "function approach, the
producing unit'of analysis "is assumed to transform inputs into output with a
production function. Index numbers are used to aggregate quantities•into
indexes, and an exact index-number, is associated with each form "of the
production function. For example, the Laspeyres index number is exact for
Leontief fixed-coefficient^technology, and the ,Divisia index is exact for the
translog production function.
The Accounting.^Approach. , . , .
The accounting approach is based oh the identity that receipts equal
expenditures. Let us assume an economic sector is in long-run equilibrium.
Firms, may be_technically efficient,,and. they may^be minimizing costs and
maximizing profits, but they-need not be. ^In equilibrium, firms will not be
making profits (i.e., abnormal profits) because, if such profits existed,
other firms would enter until profits were,reduced.. Thus, equation (1)
holds:. ^ .
(1) ZP.Y. = IR.X.
1 3
where the'Y^ are outputs with prices and'^ ithe-Xy are inputs with prices
, (Note that "quasi-fixed" factors, such as land or' buildings are treated
as having a "rental" or service price.)
Now differentiate (1) totally with respect to time, t:
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This expression is exact for infinitely small changes, (For discrete or
finite changes, index number problems must be dealt with.) Divide the left-
hand side of C2) by the right-hand side by sums
are equal. Then multiply the first term of (2) by second by
Y^/Y^, the third by R^/R^, and the.fourth by X^/X^. Define Y^P^/XP^Y^ = S^,
the output share of the ith output, and X.R./2P.Y. = C., the input cost share
of the jth input.
1 8X^
Define X. = ^ rr— dt as the rate of change-of X. .
1 X. ot
J
Transforming equation (2), we obtain:
(3) ZS'.P. + XS.Y. ="p'+ y = IC.R. + ZC.X. = r +-x- "
.11 .11 ^ ^ .JJ '33
1 1 J J
where p, y, r and x are rates of change of aggregated output prices, output
quantities, factor prices, and factor quantities, respectively. The rate of
change in total factor productivity T' is defined as
(A) T = y- x= r- p
The difference between the rate of growth of the index of output and the
index of inputs or between the rate of growth of input prices and output
prices.
The motivation for this "residual" definition is that T measures gains
made possible by efficiency improvements. The following interpretation of
these gains can be given:
(a) If all inputs are unchanged (i.e., x = 0), then multifactor
productivity T = x — the increase in output (or output
index) achievable at constant input levels.
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(b) If all outputs are unchanged, y-- 0, then T'= -x —-the
rate of reduction-in input use at given output levels.
(c) If both inputs and outputs change, then T = y --x is-the
increase in total.factor productivity. Note,that,the
change in the .output/input,ratio (or factor productivity)
A A
.for single factors is: y - x. .-.where-x. is-the jth input.
. • Thus, the rate of.productivity growth is the rate of.
change in the ratio of output to input or in the ratio of
an output index .to an input index
(d) If all output prices are fixed, e.g.,^ this..arises when all
-goods are traded internationally and their;prices cannot
change or when we consider an-individual firm,in a large
market, .then T .= r.,,, Tptal factor,productivity growth
equals the rate of increase in factor prices.or factor
incomes mad,e possible by efficiency gains,
•(e) If all input prices are-constant,, i.e., r = 0, which might
occur when all inputs are traded internationally but goods
are not, .then T ='-^p. • The rate of total, factor
productivity change is measured by- .the reduction in output
prices made possible by the efficiency gains.
(f) If both input and output prices are .changing, then
T = r -p = Multifactor productivity change is
the increase in real factor incomes deflated by the
output price (or an index thereof).
These interpretations provide general content to the MFP index. Note
that the MFP index cannot be described as a technology change index.
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Public-sector infrastructure investments and closing of the "technology gap"
via extension and schooling investments also produce MFF gains.
Production Function ' ^ i
/
With this approach, 'the measure of productivity is tied to the
production function, Let'multiple outputs be positive quantities
be produced using several inputs:X^)-which are also positive
quantities, and let the technology'be described by a production function:
C5) Y^ =F(Y^i X^, .... X^, t)
Equation (5) is an asymmetric representation of the transformation
function giving output of Y^ as a function of the other outputs and the
inputs. Assume (5) is a linear horapgeneous function. Several things are
"held constant" in the background behind this expression: the technology set
available to farmers, the existing infrastructure (roads, markets) and
transactions costs (legal.system, etc.). One of the purposes of productivity
analysis is to infer from data only on Y's and the X's the probable
contributions to output that changes in these factors in the background
contribute.
Equation (5) can be converted into a form that summarizes relationships
among growth of inputs and outputs. Differentiate (5) totally with respect
to time to obtain:
m 3Y. n 9X.
(6) - Z F. ^ dt + Z F. ^ dt + F^dt =0.^1 1 0t J t
where F^ and F^. are first derivatives of the production function F, and F^ is
the derivative with respect to t. The first-order conditions for profit
maximization are:
P^ = XF^ and -R^. = XF^ ; i = 2 m; j = 1 m,
where P. and P. are prices of inputs and outputs and X is a Lagrange
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P. .
multiplier. Substituting ~ ~ iri'Tbr the F^. and
multiplying by \/ZP^Y^ or X/ZR^X^, we obtain;
P.Y. BY. , P.X. 3X. . . XY, F
? ipT^ at^ yT ! IrTxT at * xpTy. y7 °
^ ^ J .j J J r--. J '..i .?•
,_^iO ', ••
BY. , 8X. , XY, F
k ipt: X =°- •1 1 J 'J 111
where S. is the revenue share and C. is the cost share'and we make use of the
1 J
property that XR.X. = ZP.Y., i.e., that the value of total inputs equals thejjj 11'
value of output (this is the "no profit"' condition' that hold's in a
competitive economy). This expression holds for small changes' when the
"background variables" are unchanged. It relates growth in output to growth
in factors or inputs." When this equation does not'hold, the logic of this
development tells us that the background variables hkve changed. This is the
basis for the definition of total productivity change, T, as:
. Y, 3F , • :> 3Y; , : ax. ,
(5' T=-^^i-dt =IS ^^dt-IR^3^dX^11 1 1 . 1 ' J -r J
This development of MFP growth .-from the-production"decisions leads to the
same expression as did the accounting expression. .Constant, scale economics
were imposed to obtain this, relationship. Technical-errors by farmers in
obtaining maximum output, profit maximizing, errors and scale economies may in
practice be^ included in measures-of •T.-'' -•. .
Measurement of Multifa'ctor" Productivity
The production function derivations of productivity measures impose
much stronger behavioral-assiamptions on firms than the accounting derivation.
Even the more general accounting definition, however, does not enable one to
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avoid serious measurement issues.
Some Issues
General issues-that arise in productivity measurement are: correct
specifications of share weights, "correct" measures of factor and product
quantities, and scale economies. Griliches (1973) presents a useful
perspective on factors that enter total- factor productivity T.- For a simple
one-output, two-factor production function:
(10) Y = F(K,N), he derives,
(11) T = S(K*-K) + (1-S)(N*-N) +.(S*-S)(K*-N),+ h[SK* + (1-S*)N*- 6]
+ rz + u + t*.
Starred items are "correctly" measured magnitudes and non-starred items are
actual measures. Thus, CK*-K) is the error in the measurement of growth in
K, the capital stock and N*-N is the error in measurement of growth of N,
labor. S* = a/a + p = a/1 + h where a and p are the true elasticities of
' i
output with respect to capital and labor; h = a + p-1 is a measure of scale
economies with respect to conventional factors K and N; and 6 is the rate of
growth of the number of firms or establishments producing Y. The Z variables
are nonconventional inputs that are not measured in private firm accounts.
They include the research and extension contributions, public goods in the
form of infrastructure improvements, etc. In this specification, u is an
error term reflecting disturbances due to weather, etc. The final term t*
might then be construed to be a "pure" residual measure of productivity
change.
The first term in (11) represents the effect of errors in measuring the
correct rate of growth of capital service flow on T; the second term
represents errors of measurement for labor; and the third term represents
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errors in the factor .share weights.. vThe fourth term is the effect of
economies of scale. It' is zero if ^therejare no' economies, of scale (h=0) or
if the growth in the number of firms:(6): equals weighted .input growth (i.e.,
no change in firm size) , Griliches. (196A) and others have shown that this
term is important in U.S'. agricultural .productivity growth. Measured
economies of scale are substantial and farm.size has been growing.
It should be noted, 'however-, that .the scale-economies term is not
independent of other terms.' New technology provide.d by research and
extension programs >and improved dnfrastructur.e may cause the optimal scale of
farm to change, thus setting in-motion an-adjustment-^process.,in which farm,
size changes. In this case the contribution to MFP growth of the scale
economies ••'factor is in fact .a contribution.of'-the Z.,factors. Furthermore,
given.the broad definition .of Z.factors, it is no.longer clear whether the
term "t" has any real meaning. (See.Chapter^s 11 and. 12-for a further
development.) • . .i-c- - r '' '
Equation (ll)..provides a basis for assessing multifactor productivity-
,measures.- Several different definitions, of MFB can be considered:
1. T^. = T with no,error corrections; r . _ . .
2. = T with corrections for errors measured by the
first and third terras in (11); ^ .
3. 1^=1 with corrections for the first, second and
third terms;
4. ~ pure term.
Most critics of MFP measurement rightly note that T, i.e., measurement
without serious attention to the correct measures of factor growth, is a poor
measure. They have in mind the objective of measuring productivity growth as
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~ pure unaccounted-for growth terra. . It is, however, .extremely
difficult to measure "t"' although a number of studies, especially Jorgenson
and Griliches (1967) and-Denison (1967) have sought to isolate it.
•Our- perspective is "that T2', i.e., T measured with corrections for factor
quantities and a share correction, is a meaningful productivity growth
A
measure. First, the adjustments made in are corrections^ to standard data
measures. They are corrections or 'adjustments that most scholars would make.
As a result, It is possible 'to compare rates of MFP growth-over different
periods and for different units. Second, the T' series is suitable for a
statistical decomposition treatment in which is regressed on Z type
variables (Chapter 11).
•If appropriate-data "are 'available, is also a meaningful "measure; but
"for U.S. agriculture, these data are not available. The term (N*-N) could be
viewed as a growth rate in a labor quality index (N is the growth rate in
labor quantity)-. Schooling and income data could be used to construct a
quality index. Schooling data are collected in the Population Census, but .
not in the Agricultural Census (except-for the 196A Census). Thus, we will
not adjust for labor quality in our MFP index, but we will make an
econometric adjustment in Chapter 11.
Index Numbers and Functional Forms
The basic MFP indexes derived as,
(12) T = y- x = r- p
require index numbers for aggregate outputs and inputs or for output and
input and prices. The Theil-Tornqvist discrete approximation to the Divisia
index is one good approximation when small changes in quantities occur.
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This approximation tp_ the .Diyisia index uses chain-linked weights. Cost or
revenue•weights for .all years are constructed, and the.weights used in-the
index are'.obtained by averaging the, weights, for. the current and preceding
year for'^all years. .The quantity, output and input indexes are given in
• equations' (13) and (14):- ' . "> x • - • •
(")• y--ln;(VVi^ . In .(Y.^/Yft-1^ — • -
1
(14) i \ UC.^ +
J 4 *
When changes are large, any index number formula will impose implicit
"curvature" on production technology. This comes about because the index
number for a quantity aggregate is designed to "purge" the aggregate of price
change effects. If prices do not change or if all prices change
proportionately this does not become a problem. In practice, of course,
prices do change from one period to the next.
Each production function has an exact representation in index numbers
For example, if production technology is Cobb-Douglas, a geometric 'index with
constant share weights over time is exact. If the technology is Leontief,
i.e., fixed coefficient,' the linear Laspeyres'or Paasche indexes are
appropriate. If the technology is'linear homogeneous translog; the
appropriate index is the" Theil-Tornqvi'st index.
In practice, not only is the Theil-Tornqvist index a-discrete
approximation to a Divisia index and' the appropriate index when technology is
linear homogeneous translog, but'it is also the'appropriate index foir a
second-order differential approximation to any arbitrary non-homothetic
production technology. This is because- the translog function is-a "flexible"
function form in the sense that it is a good approximation to any arbitrary
production (cost or profit) function (Chapter 12).
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Because of these properties, the Theil-Tornqvist index is superior to
most other indexes for MFP-raeasurement. Index numbers cannot, however,
handle the problem of isca.le economics.- Antle and Capalbo (1988) discuss this
problem and show.that when economies of scale exist (as in U.S. agriculture,--
for example), and there are changes in firm size, MFP measures will include a
mixture of realized scale economies and general scale constant productivity
gains. Furthermore, MFP measures derived from cost functions -(where output
is held constant) will diverge from MFP measures derived from profits
function (where it is not). This distinction, however, is in general not of
strong practical- interest. First, with appropriate data, the scale component
can be estimated. Second,, from the perspective of productivity
decomposition, the scale component requires decomposition in much the same
way as the more general component.
Represent T With Trend
A substantial body of literature has accumulated where attempts have
been made to proxy T or MFP growth by a time trend variable. While this has
some appeal for purposes of comparative work, it is not generally of value to
decomposition work. Where the interest is in a single average or mean time
trend to be given a particular interpretation, it has some merit. Obviously,
time trend estimation is a poor estimate of a productivity series since it
imposes smoothness over time. For some purposes a short period mean estimate
of MFP may be desirable, because such a number will have a lower ratio of
errors or "noise" to its real component than will a single annual change
number. Generally the best way to deal with the noise ratio problem,
however, is to use cumulated MFP indexes.
10r.l3
"Problems and Issues in USDA Regional
and New State Productivity Measures
* ' ' ' , L . '
The USDA publishes indices of .farm output, input, and total factor,
productivity- annually in Changes in "Farm Production, and ^Efficiency. Some
information •about the procedures used .to iconstruct'these .indices, is available
in Agricultural Handbook Ko. 365 .(1970); more details appear .in USDA 1980.
The output ^and input indices varei Laspeyre's quantity indices .with base-^period
iprice weights; the base, periods--are. changed every 10-years, and the .
historical series are' spliced-together. ,In '1980, an- AAEA task force reviewed
the USDA productivity series and made several recommendations for improving
the series XUSDA, 1980),.
In the work that we .have'done- to. produce new'U.S. (productivity
measures., we have tried to take account-.of mosti of the recommendations of the
AAEA task force. Our most disaggregate measures are state productivity
indexes for crop'and .livestock sectors. There' are some, data limitations that
affect the state? series to": a greater degree than- they affect regional or
national aggregate-series-. In ^his section we describe some'of the most
important differences between our new series and the USDA's. -For details and
additional points, see Appendix II,.
A Summary of Our Procedures
Our \objective is .to create new/estate productivity data- for the. aggregate
farm sector and for the crop-and livestock, sectors. Gross output/gross: input
measures by state-sector' units give the most insight, to agricultural
productivity. Intermediate inputs for one sector are purchased from the
other agricultural sectors and-from norifarm industries. Productivity changes
can be due to increased efficiency of use, of intermediate .inputs., primary
inputs, and (or) other things. Furthermore, relative input prices may change
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over time and cause substitution between primary and intermediate inputs so
that input cost shares change over time. Care must, however, be taken to
perform consistent aggregation over sectors.
Within a multifactor productivity framework, it is insightful to split
agricultural production into two major sectors: .crop and livestock. First,
crop and livestock production frequently occur on'different farms and in
different geographical locations. Second, crop output is an input into
livestock productipn, but livestock output is not generally assumed to be an
input into crop production. Third, the biology of crop and livestock
production is.different, and crop and livestock production can be expected to
respond differently to local geoclimatic conditions and to research. With
dissaggregation, crop productivity effects can in principle be traced through
the crop and livestock sectors. Thus, a clear picture of agricultural
productivity can be obtained from the two crop and livestock productivity
indexes than from one productivity index of the aggregate output. The
primary disadvantage .to constructing sector-specific productivity indexes is
that it is not easy to allocate some of the farm inputs between the two
sectors, given the available data.
Farm Output Measures
Our output index is constructed from 34 different output categories.
There are 26 crop categories and 8 livestock categories. Crop output that is
fed.to livestock is treated both as an output of the crop sector and as an
input into the livestock sector. Feeder livestock are treated as an output
in the state or region where they are produced, and the output of livestock
feeding enterprises is net weight added to feeder livestock. Output in all
cases was measured as calendar-year production.' .
.ao^.15
Where possible, all of our quantity indexes for outputs and inputs are
the Tornqvist-Theil type. The output prices are "ejected" farm level prices
for each production year. The weights for constructing the quantity indexes
are based upon farm level market prices. The we.ights for each item for each
year t is the simple average of its revenue (cost) share weight in t and
t-1.
' . j ' X. ' ^ •
The major differences between our,approach and the one used by the USDA
are: 1) much larger niimber of categories of outputs, 2) treatment of feed
1 ' U- " . ^ I . . 1, ,
raised on the.farm and fed to livestock, and 3) the index number system.
• ' - • j . '.iiii-. .• •" , •
Input-Measures / i ••
Our input (measures-are'.derived largely from data presented in the.USDA's
Farm- Income Statistics. This occurs because 1) we-.believe that these are
•reasonably good data" and 2) we wanted "to .derive annual-state-level indexes.
The input categories in the Farm Income •'Statistics-are fertilizer, seed,
repair and operation of capital items, hired ilabdr, feed purchased, livestock
purchased and miscellaneous -expenses. sThe input categories 'that we derive
measures;for are-sector-specific. .For the-crop sector, the input categories
are:' fertilizer, seed, land, labor,•capital services a;nd.miscellaneous. For
the livestock sector, they are .feed purchased, feed fed.on-farms, hay, land,
labor, capital- services, and-miscellaneous.
Our input measures are considerably different from those 'used.by the
USDA in its productivity measures. Large differences exist for the land,
labor, capital service, and feed inputs. In deriving.our input measures,- we




The USDA measures man-hours of farm labor by summing labor requirements
(per unit of production) oyer all planted acres or units of livestock. The
labor input is based on benchmark figures for the time an average
agricultural worker takes to cultivate an acre of the crop in question or to
care for a particular type of livestock. The benchmark figures are
infrequently revised-. • The resulting figures are grossed-up by 15 percent in
an attempt to incorporate general farm time overhead.
Instead of using labor-requirements data, we based our estimate of farm
input on direct measures of employment. We used two sources. For hired
labor, we used expenditures on labor published in the USDA Farm Income
Statistics; We divided by the average wage for agricultural laborers working
for cash wages to obtain annual hired-labor man-hours. We based our estimate
of unpaid family and operator labor on the surveys of the Statistical
Reporting Service (USDA) published in Farm Labor; -Also, the AAEA Task Force
concluded: "If the SRS data were moved to a monthly survey instead of the
current quarterly sampling, it would be our choice as a basis for the
national labor input." Our approach adjusts the quarterly series for the
information contained in the earlier monthly series.
We did use the USDA's benchmark data for average time spent on specific
crop (labor per acre) and livestock production (labor per unit of output) to
help us allocate labor between sectors. Benchmarks were changed at 5-year
intervals. Crop and livestock activity time-share were computed for each of
the benchmarks (see Table 10.2), and these shares were used to allocate the
actual farm labor series between the crop and livestock sectors. We believe
that any error in this allocation will make only a slight difference to rates
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of growth agricultural productivity.
Feed Grains
Following the gross output/gross input concept, crop output fed to
livestock is treated as crop-sector output "and as- liyestock-sector input (see
Appendix II),. Our approach is in contrast to the USDA which.employs a net
measure of productivity. Farm-grown intermediate products, are netted out of
outputs and inputs. Most notably, they compute feed input as .a proportional
constant muliplied by the quantity "of livestock ^.produced. (The constant
varies by livestock tjrpe.) Of this total, a share'is taken "to represent
value added outside the farm sector by commercial processors and is counted
as farm input. The remaining share is considered as an intermediate product
of the farm sector and is not counted as farm input.• Thus, the estimated
quantity of feed raised on farms and fed to livestock is subtracted from feed
grain output, --i -
The-USDA's^procedure is unsatisfactory. First, as noted by the AAEA
Task Force OUSDA; 1980): "The fully.-grosis approach has two practical
benefits:' (i) the data used to net .out farm-produced feed are dubious in
many respects, and (ii) the fully gross measure facilitates-growth accounting
by means of production functions or other methods." Also, the net approach
seems particularly ill-suited to development of productivity indices at the
state level. Productivity differences acr9ss states will be difficult to
disentangle by an approach that obscures whether productivity improvements
originate^in the use of fertilizer and machine power to grow crops or in the




Our land series is measured in cropland units and based on Census of
Agriculture data. We obtained data from each census 1950-1983 for three
classes of cropland (crop inputs):
1) Irrigated cropland, -
- 2) Non-irrigated cropland,
3) Idle cropland,
and four classes of pasture land (livestock inputs):
1) Irrigated pasture land,
2) Cropland pastured,
3) Woodland pastured,
^) Other pasture (chiefly rangeland).
The census series were interpolated between agricultural censuses and were
converted to "non-irrigated cropland equivalents" using weights reported in a
study by Hoover. Cropland in summer fallow, conservation .uses (including
acres set aside or diverted by the government program) and not harvested due
to crop failure were included in idle cropland. A real cash-rent series was
then developed for the non-irrigated cropland and used as the input
price.
Other Inputs
The capital input consists of a service flow on buildings and machines
plus repair and operating expenses for buildings and machinery. The repair
and operation of machinery and buildings"input series were allocated between
crop and livestock sectors using the same ratio used for allocating labor.
The service flow on buildings and machinery was computed from
unpublished USDA data for depreciation on structures, tractors, trucks (farm
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use), 'automobiles (farni use) and other' equipment. All of tractor services
were allocated to crops, but other machinery services and buildings were
allocated to crop and'livestock Sectors'using the same ratio-used for
allocating labor. " . '
To provide some perspective on the o.utput and input series that we have
constructed, we present data on the revenue shares and cost shares. These
shares are presented as averages for four subperiods, 1950-60,, 1961-70,
1971-77, and 1978-82. These periods will be used in later analysis in this
chapter. The latter two periods were chosen to reflect the shocks of grain
prices and energy prices in the early 1970s and to obtain a reasonably long
last period to determine whether recent shifts in productivity have occurred.
These shares provide a basis for assessing real changes over time as well as
providing information on actual shares (Table 10.1).
These data show that for the period 1950-1982, crop output shares have
changed more dramatically than livestock output shares. Soybean production
has grown from less than 4 percent of crop output at the beginning of the
period to almost 15 percent by the end of the period. Corn output shares
have also grown over the period. The combined share of the three major field
* I ' r
crops (corn, wheat and soybeans) rose from 36 percent of crop output in the
1950s to almost 50 percent by the 1980s. For livestock, the major changes
were the decline in the relative importance of eggs, and of sheep and lambs,
and the increase in the importance of broilers.
' * . f . ' ' y . f
For inputs, the data show a strong decline during 1950-82 in the labor
V - ' . *
cost share for both crop and livestock production. For crop production, land
cost shares were larger after 1961 than during 1950-60. The cost share for
fertilizer and seed have also increased. For livestock, the share of costs
due to feed and hay remain approximately unchanged over the period, but there
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has been a significant increase in the share for feed purchased and decrease
in the share for feed grown and fed on farms. The share of production costs
due to miscellaneous expenses has more than doubled over the period for both
crop and livestock production (Appendix II).
Partial Productivity Measures
Although average products of inputs or partial productivity measures
can be misinterpreted, we believe some insights are gained by presenting a
few for U.S. agriculture. Table 10.2 presents evidence for selected time
periods 1910-198A for labor and land productivity of seven different crops
and labor productivity in several livestock enterprises.
Both labor and land productivity have changed over time. Labor
productivity in the different crop enterprises increased slowly during
1910-40; but between 1935-39 and 1955-59, labor productivity increased by a
factor of three or more for six of the seven crop activities. Tobacco was
the exception, showing only a 50 percent increase in labor productivity over
this period.
For the whole period 1925-29 to 1980-8A, large increases in the average
yields of all crops except for sugarbeets and hay occurred. The ratio of the
average yield at the end period to the beginning period was 3.85 for corn,
2.57 for wheat, 2.27 for soybeans, 3.07 for cotton, 2.65 for tobacco, 3.97
for potatoes, and 1.95 for hay. Looking at subperiods, average crop yields
were almost the same in 1935-39 as in 1910-lA, except for potatoes. However,
between 1935-39 and 1955-59, average crop yields for corn, wheat, cotton,
tobacco, and potatoes increased by more than 50 percent. Since 1955-59,
increases in average yields for corn, wheat, and potatoes have been
relatively rapid; but the increases for the other four crops have been at a
relatively low rate.
These are very impressive increases and.reflect,- of course, varietal
improvement and management improvement as well as the use of fertilizer and
other inputs. It is readily obvious, however, that the use of labor per unit
of land and per unit of"output.has declined in all crops. Labor used per
bushel of corn, is less than 3. percent of. its level in 1925-29. This" index,
however, -is very misleading because:machine use per bushel of (Corn has
increased substantially.5ver this period as.most.production activities were
mechanized; Mechanization-'of. cotton production (especially harvesting)
produced.an even.larger'decline in hours, per unit.of output. By contrast,
• tobacco production has experienced less mechanization and a much less
dramatic decrease in.^laboir per unit of: output.
Table 10.2 also shows single-factor (primarily labor) productivity
indexes for livestock enterprises by subperiod., .In genera-1, livestock output
measures per unit of labor show large increases as many.husbandry activities
have'been mechanized. ^Increases in milk per cow-and'rate of. lay, for chickens
reflect biological improvements and feed-ration changes. Other changes,that
have"undoubtedly affected the livestock productivity measures are increased
specialization and taking advantage of size economies (e.g., broiler and'
dairy). * "j
"Table.10.3 reports several, partial.productivity indexes using aggregate
measures of output and'the USDA MFP index by. sub-periods (in all indexes 1977
= 100). These data show that growth in output per unit.of labor drastically
overstates real-MFP growth. Growth in output per unit of mechanical power
and of agricultural chemicals, on the other hand, drastically understates -
real MFP growth. • In fact, these-particular partial productivity measures are
quite meaningless as indicators !of efficiency change and are interesting only
when compared, with each other. Aggregate output per unit of real estate .and
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crop output per acre appear to be much better proxies for MFP growth. These
two partial productivity indexes move roughly in a manner similar, to the more
general MFP index of the USDA..
In order to explore the relationship between crop yield and MFP further
and to bring in a regional dimension to"productivity measures, data for-the.
1950-82 period by USDA region merit examination. Table lO^A reports crop
yield levels for four, periods, 1950-60,_1961—70, 1971-77 and 1978-82 and for
each of the 10 USDA production regions. Note that' the= Northeast-region-
excludes the New England states. Numbers in parentheses located beside
average crop yields are coefficients of variation of average yields expressed
as a percentage. In addition to yield levels, an estimated average rate of
yield growth over the 1950-82 period is reported. ' "
In order to explore further the capability of crop .yields as
"predictors" of MFP change, the natural logarithm of the multifactor
productivity-for, crops (1950 = 100) was regressed on the natural logarithm of
regional average crop yields standardized to 1950 (100). The estimated
regression coefficient (an elasticity) and its t-ratio are reported in Table
10.4.
Average crop yields differ greatly across production regions for all
crops. Some of this is due to different intensity of irrigation use across
the regions. Second, coefficients of variability (CV) also differ across
regions for a given crop, and also across crops and time periods for a given
production region. There is a general tendency for CV's to decline over
time, especially where significant yield increases have taken place. Third,
rates of change of crop yields vary less across regions than do yield levels.
Most of the variance in yield rates of growth are attributed to different
crops. The ranking of crops by rates of yield growth from highest to lowest
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is; peanuts'; sorghum, corn, soybeans; rice, potatoes,, barley, .wheat, oats,
dry bean's and cotton. • i . i.- i . ' < l'
' Finally/ using crop yields as proxies for MFP; is subject to a good deal
of error. Some crops are very poor predictors. Dry bean yields are virtu
ally useless , oat' and barley'yields-'ahd'Cdtton yields are quite poor
predictors. Even where t- ratios are reasonably high, it is clear'that
certain'biases in prediction exis't;- Ail-crop yield-elasticities are less,
than one; indicating that"individual" crop'yields-rise faster-than the crop
MFP index. Furthermore, when the'^rate'Of growth of crop yields is higher,
the elasticity'is lower. -"This'is true both across regions for a given crop
and across crops for a given production region.
Now consider a few observations on individual crops. Corn, the most
important crop in U.S."agriculture, is grown in all' regions. Although
average-yields-were larger throughout the Corn Belt than in any other region
over the period'1950-82, the rate of .increase of corn yields were-highest in
the Southern Plains, Mountain arid Northern'Plains states. Some of this is
due'to"increased'use of irrigation. Corn yields-are'reasonably good
•predictors of MFP, but elasticities vary considerably, 'CVs are lowest in
'the Lake states and Corn Belt and are-anversely,correlated with yield levels.
Some reduction in CV's is indicated for^ the-liiost recent periods.
Wheat is also grown in all regions.but varies considerably by type
(winter, spring, hard, soft, red, white). Wheat yield levels vary less
across regions than corn yields. The Mountain and Plains states have
realized the highest rates of yield growth during 1950-82, although they have
large CV's. As with corn, wheat yields are only moderately good predictors
of MFP.
Soybeans are now grown in all regions except the Mountain and Pacific
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regions. During the period, the Corn Belt yield levels have been the
highest, but other regions are catching up because they have had highest
rates of yield growth. Regions having the largest CV's also have had the
most rapid .rate .of yield .increase.
Turning to other crops, the Plains states have the lowest barley yields
and largest CV's. They have .also..experienced the best rates of barley yield
improvement and a reduction in CV's. Oats yields have shown low rates of
yield improvement. Total acres planted to oats have declined over time, and
the performance of .this crop is weakly related to MFP. Rice is grown only in
a few states but shows good yield improvements. Low CV's suggest irrigated
production.
Sorghum yields show very high rates.of increase. Regions having the
largest CV's also have the highest rates of yield increase, and the irrigated
Pacific region shows slow growth of sorghum yieldsi Low rates of dry bean
yield increases, have.occurred. Peanut production occurs in only a few
regions, but rates of yield improvement are very.high. Peanuts are a major
contribution to MFP growth in the Southern regions. Cotton shows surpris
ingly poor yield improvement during 1950-82, especially in irrigated regions.
Potatoes are grown in all regions; they exhibit modest yield improvement, and
are highly correlated with MFP growth. .
Multifactor Productivity
In this section, a review of earlier U.S. aggregate multifactor
productivity estimates is presented, and new U.S. aggregate multifactor
productivity estimates are summarized for the period 1950-82 and compared
with the USDA estimates. Also, new aggregate and sectoral (crop and live
stock) productivity estimates for USDA production regionals, geoclimatic
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regions," and states are summarized;
Historical Comparisons at National Level
The USDA and Kendrick (1961) have published aggregate agricultural
productivity indexes starting with 1870. The USDA series was first published
in 1959 and continues to be published. Kendrick's series covers 1870-1920.
Landau and Evenson (1975) have produced aggregate USDA agricultural
productivity estimates for the period 1910-1970.
In general, at this aggregate level, all series show similar patterns
(Table 10.5). Both the Kendrick and the USDA indexes show rapid productivity
growth over the 1870 to 1900 period, MFP growth from'1889 to 1900 is also
rapid, although most growth occurs in the later part of the decade. MFP
growth then slows down after 1900, All three series show virtually no MFP
growth for the 1900 to 1920 period, with growth picking up after 1926.
The 1900-1920 period has been the subject of a number of studies,
Rasmussen' (1977) interprets this period as an interlude between two
agricultural revolutions. During the second half of the 19th century the
first revolution occurred,' based on the mechanical invention (Chapter 7).
Starting about 1925; 'the second revolution occurred based on biological
technology (i.e.,'hybrid corn, Chapter 8). Some observers have concluded
that public-sector agricultural research did not contribute" inuch to
productivity growth until this second agricultural revolution. Evenson
(Chapter 11), However, concludes that both public- and private-sector R&D
contributed to productivity growth over this period, although the overall
rate'of MFP growth was modest.
The USDA's and Landau and Evenson's series show'the same general
patterns for the 1920 to 1970 period, with rapid growth in the 1930s and
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again in the 1950s. The USDA index shows a slowdown in the late 1960s and a
resumption of rapid growth in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Mew National Estimates and Comparisons
The index number system or form of the transformation function is
relevant to productivity measurement largely for determining the weights by
which inputs (and outputs) are combined to obtain quantity indexes of
multiple input (output). If cost shares of inputs and revenue shares of
outputs do not change much over time, different weighting schemes give
similar measures of output and input growth and productivity change
(Maddala, 1979). For U.S. agriculture, cost and revenue shares, however,
have changed fairly dramatically between 1950 and 1982 (Table 10.1). Thus,
for U.S. agriculture, we can expect the particular index number procedure to
make a significant difference in measuring multifactor input and multiproduct
growth rates.
Two common procedures for obtaining weights are fixed (base period)
weights associated with a Laspeyres quantity index and chain-linked weights
of a Divisia quantity index (USDA, 1980). The Laspeyres index is exact for a
Leontief fixed coefficient technology of aggregate production, and the
Divisia index is exact for the translog specification of aggregation
production technology. The goods or services that have grown most rapidly
will have, with fixed base-period weights, a lower weight than one obtained
from chain-linked weights. The result will be that growth rates are biased
toward zero when fixed base-period weights are employed (NRC, 1975, p. A5).
The effect of these biases in output and input growth rates caused by fixed
base-period weights sometimes results in compensating biases so that
productivity change estimates derived from fixed base-period-weight quantity
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indexes -and chain-linked quantity indexes differ.- by less than output (input)
indexes derived using the .two methods:^ -
For the period 1950-1982, Table 10.6 presents the oldjUSDA-estimate of'
multifactor productivity and five new measures derived from data prepared by
Evensoni Landau,.and Balloii. One measure, labeled ELB(D) is a
Tornqvist-Theil approximation of the.,Divisia index (Ball, 19,85)^ The Divisia
index uses chain-linked.weights..for quantity indexes. Cost or revenue--
weights for successive years are constructed using average prices of inputs
and average expected .prices of outputs. These .weights are linked (averaged)
for,successive pairs of years to obtain a-'Continuous index number ,for output,
inputand-productivity. • The multifactor. productivity indexes^labeled ELB(N)
are Laspeyres multifactor productivity indexes constructed using fixed
weights for year N. (N.= 1950, I960,' 1970).- The multifactor,productivity
index labeled ELB(L) is a Laspeyresrt5^e index having weights changing every
10 years.,' which 'is similar to the old USDA productivity index, except that
our new measures of inputs and outputs.were-employed. ^
For'ithe period 1950-82, the USDA.;index of productivity is largest
(average .of "2.00 percent), and the Divisia index of productivity ELB(D) -is
next largest (average of 1.8A percent per year).' The two indexes differ .
because of content.(primarily the treatment of•feed.fed), quality adjustment
of inputs.and.outputs, and weighting schemes. First, to focus on the
difference that, weighting schemes alone make, compare-.the productivity
indexes ELB(D) and ELB(L),. These indexes-of productivity differ only In the
weighting scheme....-The ELB(L) index has, shifting-base-period weights that-
approximate how the old USDA index of productivity was constructed. The
difference between these two indexes is 0.19 percent per year, i.e., the
chain-linked Divisia type weighting system results in productivity change
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being measured at a 12 percent higher rate than the shifting base period
weight of a Laspeyres type index, given the dramatic change in weights over
the 1950-82 period.
The first two columns of Table 10,6 also show that the measured rates of
growth of real^output and real input"for U,S. agriculture during 1950-82
differ significantly across-the index number procedures. Let's first compare
the growth rates of the last five measures, where all differences are due to
weights, • • • • ' '. - •
The Divisia procedure gives the highest average growth rate of output
(2.3^ percent) and the Laspeyres index with 1970 weights gives the lowest
rate (1.86 percent). The difference is-almost 0,5 percent. The difference,
however, between the growth rate computed from the Divisia procedure and the
Laspeyres index with shifting weights [ELBCL)] is .11 percent. Thus, for the
output index, two-thirds of the difference between the growth rate of the old
USDA output- index and the Divisia index of output with the Evenson-Landau-
Ballou data is due to composition of output.
Turning to the measured growth rates for inputs, the average growth
rates computed from the Evenson-Landau-Ballou data range from 0.90 for the
Laspeyres index having 1950 weights, to -.01 percent for'the Laspeyres index
having 1970 weights. The Divisia procedure and the Laspeyres procedure using
shifting weights, howevergive similar estimates of 0.50 and 0.58,
respectively. These rates are about 0.5 percentage points larger than the
ones obtained using the old USDA index. Thus, virtually all of the
difference between the old USDA and Divisia growth rates for inputs are due
to composition and adjustments for quality.
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ERS Production Regions
. • , • . -V- •., T - * '
For the period 1950-82, the Delta region has the highest average rate
of crop, livestock, and aggregate inultifactor productivity increase. These
rates exceed 3 percent per year. The Southeastern region has the second
''V.I t • . .n - - I • I . t •
highest average rate of crop productivity growth and the Appalachian region
has the second highest rate of livestock productivity increase for the
period. For aggregate productivity growth, the Appalachian region ranks
second and the Southeastern region ranks third.
The Corn Belt region, which frequently represents the idealized version
. • I . b-. ;
of modern agriculture, performed very poorly during this period. It ranked
sixth in crop productivity (2.07 percent annual growth), but it ranked 10th
in livestock productivity (only 0.57 percent annual growth). Consequently,
the growth rate of aggregate output for the Corn Belt region during 1950-82-
was only 1.47 percent per year, and it ranked 8th among the 10 regions.
Understanding why the Corn Belt region performed so poorly in producti-
vity growth is one of the advantages of disaggregating output into two
sectors. In fact, we first constructed the aggregate measures of multifactor
productivity* for the 10 ERS agricultural production regions. ' We were' then
puzzled about why the Corn Belt performed so poorly relative to the other
regions. As we tried to understand what was going on,' we decided that agri
culture had to be split into two'sectors: 'crop and livestock. By doing
this', we discovered that the major burden that the'Corn Belt was bearing
during this period was' on average a terrible performance in the livestock
sector relative to other regions. 'Thus, it should not be too surprising that
other (non-Corn Belt) regions in the U.S. took over a significant share of
the U.S. livestock production during 1950-82.' ' '
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Geoclimatic Regions
Geoclimatic regions are not confined to state boundaries, and they have
somewhat more intra-region homogeneity than ERS agricultural production
regions. Figure 10,1 depicts the 16 geoclimatic regions (Evenson, 1982) and
Table 10.8 presents annual average aggregate multifactor productivity growth
rates for the whole period 1950-82 and for the crop and livestock sectors by
subperiod. Productivity growth rates differ significantly across the
geoclimatic regions. For crop, livestock and aggregate production, the
Mississippi Delta had the highest average rate of productivity increase. The
Northeast dairy region and Middle Atlantic Coastal Plain had the lowest
average crop productivity growth rate (.75 and 1.07 percent), and the dry
western mild-winter region (16) had the lowest average livestock productivity
growth rate. In comparing productivity growth rates for the geoclimatic
regions and ERS production regions, we note numerous similarities, e.g.,
Delta states and Mississippi Delta, Corn Belt and Midland feed region.
Mountain states and grazing irrigated region.
State Indexes
Although disaggregating production regionally into the 10 production
regions or 16 geoclimatic regions provides useful indicators of regional
productivity growth differences, the agricultural experiment stations are
associated with state geographical units, and many of the research funding
decisions are associated with states. Until recently, no productivity series
existed for state productivity indexes. The recent work by Evenson, Landau,
and Ballou changes all of this. Productivity indexes (for total output and
crop and livestock sectors) for the period 1950-82 have been constructed for
42 states (excludes six New England states, Alaska, and Hawaii).
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The major advantages of state productivity estimates are that we now
have measures for geographical/economic units that match research planning
and funding units. These new data facilitate state research program evalua
tions and econometric analyses of intertemporal and cross-sectional sources
of state productivity differences. Although there are additional costs asso
ciated with collecting the data required to construct state productivity
indexes, we believe that they should be continued in the future. They have
the potential for aiding the research planning and evaluation activity at the
state level. Table 10.9 reports state average multifactor productivity esti
mates for 1950-1982 and efficiency estimates as of 1950. Table 10,10 reports
state estimates by subperiod.
Overall Comparisons • r . . •! •
Productivity is affected over short periods by abnormal weather
conditions. Thus, comparisons of productivity across states are more
informative .when they cover the whole-period 19.50-1982;. ;The states having
the highest rate of multifactor.productivity growth for the crop sector were
Mississippi (3.99.percent) and Alabama (3;51 percent)\ Af.the other extreme,
crop productivity in-Utah, New York, and New Jersey.declined slightly on
average. For livestock productivity, Mississippi, Arkansas, and Kentucky had
the highest average growth rates (3,5-3.5 percent). Arizona and Nevada had a
negative average livestock .productivity.-growth rate, and Iowa and Illinois
are only slightly better-.-essentially no change on-average in livestock
productivity during 1950-1982. For aggregate output,. Mississippi and
Arkansas (Delta states) had the highest average productivity growth rates—
3.82 percent and 3.37, percent respectively. Arizona and Utah had
productivity growth rates that were lowest—less than .25 percent on
average.
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The "efficiency index" for 1950 reported in Table 10.9 was defined as
follows:
IP.Q. /IR.l.1 i^is j J js
where are outputs in states (s), are inputs in states (s), and and
R^. are national average prices for outputs and inputs. The average of this
efficiency index over all states is 1.00. The individual state ratios are
true efficiency indexes only if all inputs and outputs are correctly measured
in constant quality units. Although the Evenson-Landau-Ballou data contain
major adjustments for input quality, we know that the quality of the labor
input differs across states in 1950, but other inputs should not differ
significantly.
Table 10.9 shows that considerable variation seemed to exist across the
states in production efficiency in 1950. For the crop sector, tl;s largest
values of the index were for California (1.90), Kansas (1.78), Florida
(1.66), and Washington (1.62). At the other extreme, low crop efficiency
seemed to exist in West Virginia (.36), Nevada (.A5), Wyoming (.46), South
Carolina (.53), Oklahoma (.54) and Mississippi (.54). Thus, these indexes of
crop production efficiency have a range that differs by about a factor of 5
times.
The range of values across the states for the livestock efficiency in
1950 is much smaller. The largest values were for Delaware (1.58) and
Florida (1.46). The states with the lowest livestock efficiency were West
Virginia (.67), New Mexico (.68), Arizona (.69) and Kentucky (.72). These
indexes differ by only a factor of 2 across the states.
The efficiency index for the aggregate is just a combination of the
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separate crop and livestock .efficiency.indexes weighted by sector shares.
Rates of change in multifactor productivity growth are-generally inversely
associated with-the efficiency indexes for 1950.
Comparisons by Subperiod
Table 10.10 reports a summary of'average annual"rates of growth in the
crop and livestock MFP^indexes"by state (and'ERS^agricultural production'
region) for the four periods, 1950-60, 1961-70, 1971-77 and 1978-82.
The New England states are not included^in our definition of Northeast.
This occurred because of difficulties'ih'obtaining adequate input data. -The
remainder of the region shows extraordinary MFP growth in crop production in
the 1950s, modest growth in the 1966'sV" aiid negative crop productivity-growth
after 1970. "New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania share'this general
pattern. Delaware and Maryland have lower MFP growth rates in the 1950s and
1960s, and then show'negative'rates in 'the early 1976s but: with offsetting
improvements in the latest period. "
For'livestock productivity'; these states have had fairly steady and
rapid growth. Except'for New York'ahd New Jersey, all states'show high MFP
growth in livestock production after 1970.
The Lake states region also shows exceptional crop' MFP growth in' the
1950s and 1970s (except for Wisconsin), with modest growth in the 1960s and
poor growth in the most recent "period. Livestock productivity growth was
more modest. It was rapid in the early 1970s, except for"Michigan", which was
poor in the last period. .
The Corn Belt states all show high crop MFP' growth in the 1950s and a
significant slowdown in the 1960s. The'1960s was a generally poor period of
crop MFP growth for most of the Corn Belt, Northern and Southern Plains
states. Strong crop"MFP growth by Illinois and Missouri in the early 1970s
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and by all states in the latest period is exhibited.
The livestock picture is quite different for this region. Except for
good performances by Ohio and Indiana in the latest period, livestock MFP
performance is poor in all states in the region for most periods. It might
also be noted that the share of livestock products in total farm output has
been declining for most of these states over the period 1950-82.
The Northern Plains states generally had high rates of crop MFP growth
in the 1950s. These rates declined in the 1960s (except for North Dakota).
Crop MFP performance was very good in the early 1970s and moderately good
except for Nebraska in the latest period.
Livestock MFP growth rates were moderate in the 1950s but poor there
after. North and South Dakota enjoyed moderately good performance in the
early 1970s.
Appalachia shows substantial state variation in performance in crop MFP
growth. Crop MFP growth was relatively poor in the 1950s and better in the
1960s and in the last period. North Carolina showed the best performance in
the 1950s and 1960s. All states show rapid growth in the most recent
period.
Livestock productivity growth has been high for these states over roost
of the subperiods.
Crop productivity growth in Southeastern region has generally been high,
but irregular, except for Florida. Negative MFP growth in Georgia in the
early 1970s and Florida in the last period affected regional averages.
Overall, this region has very high crop productivity growth.
Livestock productivity growth was good in the 1950s and slower in later
years. Florida shows irregular productivity growth. Georgia experienced a
slowdown in growth in the 1960s and 1970s, but strong growth in the latest
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period.
Overall the Delta region has shovm exceptional MFP growth in both
sectors. Crop MFP growth in all three Delta states was very high in the
1950s and 1960s and moderate to low since 1970. Livestock MFP growth has
been exceptionally good in all states except for the 1960s.
Crop MFP in the Southern Plains region has been irregular over time
high in the 1950s and the early 1970s and zero or negative in the 1960s and
the most recent period. Livestock MFP growth was low except for the 1950s
when it was modest.
The Mountain region exhibits a pattern of low and irregular MFP growth
in most states in both crop and livestock production. It is clearly the
poorest-performing region in crop MFP in the 1950s in spite of good perform
ances by Colorado, New Mexico and Nevada. Performance was better in the
1960s but poor thereafter. Livestock MFP growth was modest in the 1950s, low
from 1960 to 1977 with some improvement in the latest period.
The Pacific region shows a pattern of high crop MFP growth in the 1950s,
moderate growth in the 1960s and early 1970s but a poor performance in
California in the latest period. Livestock productivity growth was poor in
California, and moderate in Washington and Oregon.
Correlations Between Productivity Growth and Efficiency in 1950
It is of some interest to examine simple correlations between MFP growth
and efficiency levels as of 1950 and between crop and livestock MFP growth.
A negative correlation between MFP change and efficiency levels would support
a "catching up" phenomenon in the data. Correlations between crop and live
stock MFP change can indicate whether strong common elements or factors are
influencing both. Table 10.11 reports these correlations of different
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productivity indexes.
On average there is a negative correlation between the rate of growth of
crop and livestock (multifactor) productivity and the level of (multifactor)
efficiency in 1950. The.strongest evidence is the negative correlations
reported in the column labeled "All," Table 10.11. When we examine the data
by region and subperiod, we see that the negative correlation between crop
productivity growth and efficiency in 1950 is much"stronger than for live
stock productivity growth and efficiency in 1950. In fact, for the central
East and West, livestock productivity growth and efficiency in 1950 are
positively correlated. ..
Crop and livestock productivity growth might be unrelated, but the data
in Table 10.11 suggest that they are slightly negatively correlated. This
does raise an issue about whether there is anything in our procedures for
deriving the indexes that would bias our estimates systematically in this
direction. We have reviewed our procedures and do not see any obvious
problems. The levels of crop and livestock productivity indexes are
positively correlated in the South.
These correlations provide little insight into the factors that have
influenced or determined MFP growth. The next chapter will examine the
factors that have influenced or determined MFP growth in a systematic way and
show that investments in research, extension, schooling and infrastructure
have been systematically related to MFP growth. Indeed, they show that these
investments are related to crop and livestock MFP growth in a very similar
way in spite of the absence of simple correlations between them.
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Footnotes
\ / - ^ . 1 . ..
—See Appendix I for producti'<;lty growth derived from a cost function.
2/ --r . I • • ,iri. > . r
—Evenson, Ruttan and Waggoner' summarize a number of productivity
decomposition studies. j
•3 / ' " ' ' .^ V• J C."'k' i . , 1 . J'
— The difference in treatment of feed between the two procedures causes
an upward bias in the old USDA productivity index. The rate of growth in the
USDA and ELBCL) productivity indexes can be specified as
USDA = Q - i'
ELB =S^Q +S^Qp - C^i - "
where Qand I are growth rates in output and inputs net of feed, and S^ is
the revenue share in feed plus other output, and C. is the input cost share
for feed and other inputs. The ELB index adds feed output (Q^) to output (Q)
and input (I) growth (i.e., I_ = Q„). Thus, the difference between the
r r . , . , .
indexes is:
USDA - ELB = (l-S^)Q - (1 - C^)i + (S^ -
= C1-S^)Q Cl-C^)i"= (l-S^)CQ-iy = Cl-S^) USDA
when S2 = C^.
Therefore, S^*USDA = ELB(L). The difference in treatment of feed fed by the
old USDA and ELBCL) productivity indexes results in the USDA productivity
index being larger by a factor 1/S . Because the average value of S for
this period is approximately .94, the bias is approximately 6.A percent.
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Appendix I
Cost Function Derivation
The producer minimizing costs subject 'to"the production function (5)
solves this economic problem by choosing the cost-minimizing combination of
factors for any given output. These cost-minimizing quantities can be
expressed as functions of prices and quantities of fixed factors. Thus when
substituted into the cost relationship, the minimum cost function can be
expressed as:
CI-1) C* =GCRj.F.t)
Equation (10) expresses minimum unit costs as a function of input prices
and fixed factor quantities, F.
Now differentiate (10)
(1-2) If dt = ZG ^ dt +Gp If dt + dt
J
The term G dt measures the reduction in unit costs of production
holding prices constant. This is a natural definition of productivity
change. Transforming to proportional change gives
(1-3) T = r - c*
and since under competition c = P, we have the relationship derived earlier.
(Note that fixed factors may or may not be given rental values. If not, this
is a variable factor productivity measure.)
This relationship can be further developed in terras of factor demand
functions. The Shephard-Hotelling lemma states that the first partial
derivatives of (10) with respect to factor prices are the cost-minimizing
factor demand functions. These factor demand functions are:





"-5' -it = ^
J
Define factoral productivity growth rates as
3H.
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Construction of the 1949-1982 State-Level
Data Set for U.S. Agriculture
r , r I
This appendix describes' the '-construction of the 1949-1982 state-level
data set. We have commented on some of the deficiencies of the approaches we
used; others" will certainly be obvious to the reader.
I. Inputs
Labor ,
The labor variable is an estimate of the man-hours of labor input to
agricultural production. It includes both hired labor and unpaid operator
and family labor.
Hired Labor ...
Our source for hired labor was the^ expenditure on labor (EXPLABOR)
published in the production,expenditures series, in State Farm Income and
Balance Sheet Statistics (formerly State Farm Income Statistics and Farm
Income- Situation^. State Estimates). This figure^includes cash wages, non-
cash perquisites, and payroll taxes. To convert dollar expenditures to labor
man-hours we used the hourly wage paid to employees working for cash wages
only (WAGE), published in Farm Labor.—^
L . •
Typically, workers who receive some combination of room and board and
other non-cash perquisites receive a lower cash wage. We assumed that the
differential in cash wage rates equaled the cash value of such perquisites.
Consequently it was appropriate to retain the value of perquisites in the
expenditure figure, prior to dividing EXPLABOR by WAGE to obtain an estimate
of man-hours of hired labor. However, retaining payroll taxes in the total
wage bill would lead to an overstatement of man-hours, since such taxes
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were not included in WAGE; thus we sought to remove them prior to dividing
expenditures by the wage rate. From the Social Security Bulletin we obtained
the percentage of wages that employers were required by law to contribute to
social security (SOC). We reduced total expenditures on hired labor by this
percentage (EXPLAB2 = EXPLABOR 1-SOC) to obtain the portion of the wage bill
that went to workers. We then divided EXPLAB2 by WAGE to obtain an estimate
of man-hours (HRD2).
This procedure creates two sources of measurement error. First, we have
overstated social security contributions by including non-cash perquisites in
the wage base and by assuming that all farm workers were covered by social
security over the- entire sample period. However, our second measurement
error is to neglect other payroll taxes besides social security contri
butions, thus understating the sura diverted to the federal government. The
two errors work in offsetting directions, but the extension of social
security, workman's compensation, and other state-secured benefits to more
and more farm workers over time suggests that in early years we are apt to be
overcorrecting EXPLABOR'for the payroll tax component, even if the errors are
nearly offsetting in a later part of the period.
Unpaid Operator and Family Labor
State-level estimates of unpaid operator and other family labor used on
farms have been published by the USDA for 1965-1980 in Farm Labor. These
estimates are based on a mail survey conducted monthly prior to 1974 and
quarterly from 1974 to 1980. After a one-year hiatus the survey was resumed
in 1982 on a much more limited basis: conducted once a year, in mid-summer.
The respondents were asked to report, for the week prior to receipt of the
survey, the number of persons employed on the farm in each of the following
categories—operator, other unpaid family, and hired—as well as the average
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number of hours worked by a person in each category'. Published results were
not the raw sample figures, but'projections of statewide totals for workers
and" hours based on sample information. At the time the survey was converted
from monthly -to quarterly, the sampling technique was" put on a probability
frame basis. Presumably the procedure for converting sample responses to
statewide estimates was put on a -sounder footing by using the probability
frame. - • '
To make.use of> these data, we had to solve a number of problems; - 1)
converting estimates for 12- (of A) weeks of the year to estimates of annual
operator and family labor input; 2) smoothing discontinuities in the series
created by the change in sampling procedure in 1974; and 3) extrapolating
data to the-'missing years, 1949-1964 and 1981-1982.
Problem 1). -For 1965-1973, we computed total family (including
operator) hours per month as the number of family workers times the average
hours worked by a family worker times 4.3 (grossing up the observation for a
single week to a 'monthly' total)". Thus we assumed the week observed was
characteristic of the 4.3 weeks around it. We obtained an annual figure
(FAM)iby summing the. 12 'monthly' totals. For 1974-1980, we had only one
observation per quarter to work with. The assumption that a single week is
characteristic of the entire quarter in which it appears is more problematic
than the assumption that it is representative of"its month. It seems likely
that such an assumption would create cross-sectional biases stemming from the
fact that all states were sampled during the same calendar week'rather than
at the same point in" their crop year. Thus an early-^April observation is
likely to show more agricultural activity and a higher labor input in
southern states thkn in northern states because planting- gets underway
earlier there, and should not be taken as an indication that labor input is
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higher in the South by the same proportion throughout the spring. To avoid
creating such a bias, we took a set of intermediate steps to derive annual
estimates from the four quarterly observations. For example, we took the
ratio of all January, observations on workers, and hours to the sum of the
January, February, and March observations for the 1965-1973 period. Then for
197A-1980, when only the January observation was available, we multiplied it
by this ratio, hoping by this procedure to capture the extent to which the
January observation was representative of the winter quarter in each state.
We proceeded in a like way for the April, July, and October observations,
multiplied the results by factors of 4,3 and 13 .(to convert to quarters) and
added the four quarters to obtain the annual total (FAM).
Problem 2). The change in sampling methods in 1974 did indeed introduce
discontinuities in the reported series. For 1974 the USDA reported estimates
based" on both the old and new sampling methods. In nearly every state there
was a sizable drop in unpaid man-hours calculated from the new figures.
We spliced together the two parts of the series by lowering the earlier
period numbers by the amount of the discontinuity at 1974 (SHIFT), on the
assumption that the sampling procedure during the latter period was better.
However, rather than taking the actual difference between the two 1974
figures, we used the difference between the 1974-fitted values for each
sub-period of man-hours regressed on time. We used fitted instead of actual
values because the latter might be unduly influenced by large, one-time
measurement error, while the difference between fitted values presumably
better reflected the extent to which the observations in the latter period
were systematically lower than those in the earlier period. The regressions
were run on each state separately.
Problem 3). To extrapolate the series to 1981 and 1982 we used the
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intercept and slope terras from the regression of the 1974-1980 observations
on time to predict values for 1981 and. 1982. *To extrapolate the series back
wards to pre-1965 a different approach was: taken, due to. the availability of
some additional data for those*years which .enabled us to put.the extrapo
lations on a surer basis. During 19A9-196A, farm labor surveys were taken on
the same monthly schedule as<in the'1965-1973 period; however, respondents
were asked only for the'number of .workers o'f'each'type, mot .the average hours
worked. Still,'this provided a basis for-extrapolating the. man-hours series
backwards,' We averaged the number of hours-worked by a family member per
week over the whole year, for the period 1965-1967. We assumed that this
2/
average also characterized the years 1949-1964.— Our extrapolation was
therefore simply to. take the annual average number of family workers (MFW)
times the, 1965-1967 average hours per week (MFH) -times 52. Like the
estimates of man-hours for 1965-1973, this figure was lowered by the
difference between 1974 fitted values to splice together the two parts of the
sample. ,
The estimate of unpaid family and operator labor arrived at by these
procedures (FAM2) was added to the estimate of hired labor (HRD2) to give an
estimate of total man-hours (LABORN).
Labor was allocated to crop and livestock production using benchmark
productivity data. Benchmark labor per acre for crops and labor per unit of
output for livestock outputs was obtained at 5-year intervals. We interpo
lated benchmark for intervening years. Then a benchmark labor series for
crops and livestock was constructed for each state in ,each year from crop
acreage and livestock output data.. The share of benchmark crop data was then




Expenditure on seed is published yearly in State Farm Income Statistics
(EXPSEED). Prices of individual seed varieties are published in Agricultural
Prices.. The only available index of seed prices is a national index also
published in Agricultural Prices. Because of the varying composition of
output.-across states, we decided.it would not be appropriate to use the
national index at the-state level. This left us with two problems: 1)
determining an appropriate price index; and 2) determining the quantity of
seed used at the state level. We consider these problems in reverse
order.
The Quantity of Seed Used
• We constructed the quantity of seed used (SEED) as the product of
acreage planted times seeding rates for the following crops: winter wheat,
spring wheat, durum wheat, corn, oats, barley, sorghum, rice, potatoes,
soybeans, dry 'edible beans, cotton, peanuts, and'hay. Seeding rates for each
state for 1956 and 1982 were taken from Agricultural Statistics for all crops
but hay. We assumed any changes in rates were evenly distributed over time
and so estimated seeding rates for the years between 1956 and 1982 as simple
linear interpolations. The estimated annual changes were extrapolated
backwards to the years 1949-1955. The estimate of seed use is associated
with the year in which the crop was harvested; thus, winter wheat seed use
for 1981 is the quantity of seed planted in 1980 for the crop harvested in
early summer of 1981.
•No seeding rate is published for hay. Since the value of hay seed sold
in many states is on the order of 10 percent of EXPSEED, we decided it was
too large an item to ignore and arrived at a pseudo-seeding rate as follows.
We took national production of alfalfa seed, less exports, as alfalfa seed
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available for domestic use. We then'assumed tHat this seed was planted in
the following year. The ratio of this figure to all'alfalfa acres harvested
nationwide gave us a national alfalfa "seeding;-rate:" We used harvested
acreage because planted acreage was unavailable. Thus the ratio obtained is
not strictly speaking a seeding rate but a "disappearanceiper harvested
acre," or pseudo-seeding rate. ' To obtain estimates of' hay seed used on .the
state level, we multiplied the national pseudo-seeding rate times harvested
hay acreage'(of' all varieties) in each sta:te. Thus we were ignoring-
differences in seeding rates over different Hay varieties and different
regions. We also implicitly assumed a-constant ratio of harvested-to-planted
hay acreage across states. > . - -
"We cbnverted-all units to millions of pounds and summed, to obtain total
seed use. Aside from difficulties already noted, this procedure was subject
to error arising from the omission of some crops: tree and bulb crops,^rye,
sunflowers, flax. This biases SEED downward.
Seed Price
Rather than constructing an index of seed prices as a quantity-weighted
average of prices of individual varieties, we took the more expedient course
of defining the price of seed as the total value of seed used (VSEED) divided
by SEED. VSEED is not the same as EXPSEED since" some seed is taken out of
stocks from previous years' production. Estimates of wheat, rice, soybeans,
peanuts, dried beans, and potatoes used as seed on the farms where they were
grown have been published by the USDA in its Field Crops Production,
Disposition, and Value series. Estimates of corn, sorghum, oats, and barley
used either for feed or seed have been published in the same source.
However, due to missing observations and" the costs of data collection, we did
not use these data exactly as we found them.
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We assumed all feed grains used on the farm where grown were used as
feed. Thus the value of seed for corn, sorghum, oats and barley is assumed
to be wholly included in EXPSEED, To the extent this is untruej VSEED is
biased downward.
We used published figures when available for wheat and soybeans used as
seed, and extrapolated to years of missing observations. (See the
discussion under FEED for details of the extrapolation procedure,)•
Like wheat and. soybeans, farm use of peanuts, beans, potatoes, and rice
for seed were published through 197A. Due to the costs of data collection,
we used the published figures for 1949, 195A-, 1959, 1964, 1969, and 1974
only. We took the ratio of these quantities to total seed used in the
following year, and assumed that any changes in these ratios occurred evenly
over time. That is, we computed the ratio of farm use for seed/total seed
required for 1950, 1955, 1950, 1955, 1970, and 1975 and made a linear
interpolation of this ratio over the intervening, years. For 1949 we used the
1950 ratio; for all years after 1975, the 1975 ratio.
We then applied this ratio in each year to total seed required for the
crop in question, giving us an estimate of the total amount of seed that was
not purchased. We then evaluated non-purchased seed at the season average
price for the year in which it was applied as an input. Moreover, we
corrected EXPSEED, which is expressed on a calendar-year basis, for the value
of winter wheat seed, subtracting seed used in,the current year for next
year's crop, and adding seed used in the previous year for the current crop.
The corrected measure is denoted as EXPSEEDC. We then obtained VSEED as
VSEED = EXPSEEDC + VPESEED + VPOSEED + VRISEED + VWHSEED + VSYSEED where
VPESEED through VSYSEED are the values of non-purchased seed, determined as
indicated above. Then PSEED = VSEED/SEED.
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As' noted above, both VSEED and .SEED are probably .understated. To some
-extent these errors are offsetting when it .comes to estimating PSEED.
Land and Rent
Land input is "an estimated cropland equivalent "'series, *For each Censi^
of Agriculture we obtained acreage in: '
Irrigated land
Cropland used for pasture
Cropland used for brops '
- .Other cropland (including idle)
'Woodland'for pasture
Other.pasture .(grassland) . . , ,
These series were, first interpolated between census years. Irrigated
land was divided intp^cropland, and pasture 1978 census data. Other cropland
was reduced by the proportion of strictly idle cropland based on the- 1978 and
1982 .census, .Land in fallow,^land in conservation uses and land not
harvested because of crop failure.were treated.as^full cropland.
Then each type of, land was converted.to cropland equivalent units using
weights for a study by Hoover (1961), These weights were based on land rent
data for 1940 and hence did not reflect technical change and other market
influences in recent periods.
Cropland equivalent prices were estimated as follows: The service flow
from land was assumed to be a constant proportion of the quantity of land in
farms, (The proportional constant washes out of the calculation of the
relative change in service flow, from one year to the next; hence it is
immaterial what its value is taken to be.) To obtain a value for this
service flow we used data on rents. Series on rents are not complete,
however. For the entire period of interest, 1949-1982, the USDA compiled a
series of the cash rent in dollars-per-^acre-paid on farms rented for cash.
The series covered all states east of the Mississippi, plus Minnesota and
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North and South Dakota, In addition, Nebraska was covered through 1966,
Kansas through.1975, and Texas through 1966. The series was discontinued for'
New York, West Virginia, Florida, Louisiana, and Oklahoma beginning with
1982. The series was based on a mail-survey of crop reporters in which
respondents were asked to report the going rental value for farmland in their
locality. They need not themselves have been party to a rental agreement.
For western states, separate series were compiled on the rent paid on
dryland, irrigated land, and grazing land. This series began in 1960. Not
all western states were covered in every category. In addition to rent paid,
respondents were asked for the value of land rented, permitting calculation
of a third series, ratio of rent to value. This was true of the eastern as
well as all three western series.
Data on all series from 1960-1979 was published in "A Comparison of Cash
Rents and Land Values for Selected U.S. Farming'Regions," John P. Doll and
Richard Widdows, NED Staff Report No. AGES820A15, April, 1982. Unpublished
data for other years was furnished by the Economic Research Service.
Different problems arose for eastern and western data. We consider them
separately.
The East
To use the cash rent series as a measure of the service flow from land,
statewide, we had to make two assumptions: 1) The rented farms which survey
respondents took note of were representative of the locality with respect to
the quality of land and the composition of farms (cropland versus pasture);
and 2) the rent was a return to land per se and contained little or no rent
for service structures or dwellings.
For West Virginiai Florida, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and New York, missing
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values in the-liSDA"series'were replacecl'witH-extrapolations" based on the rate
of change of neighboring states. Kansas observations-after 1966 were missing




1) There are no data before 1960,
2) There are separate series for cash rent for dryland,
grazing land, and irrigated land, but no single cash
rent series.
3) There are missing values for some states in some years.
j - ' - * , ] .' • '.'jr •<.. .. 'i'. ^ 'j-
A) The grazing land rents are unstable, with large jumps
between some years, probably due to smallness of the
sample.
5) Differences between rents in neighboring states seem
implausible. They are probably not indicators of the
average difference in quality, but rather reflect the
unrepresentativeness of the samples in one or more
states.
We took the following steps:
1) Missing values were interpolated as simple averages of
neighboring values,
2) Grazing-land rents which deviated by more than 100
percent from observations in the'nearest" 2 years were
dropped and replaced by the closer of the surrounding
values.
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3) .Regional, grazing-land rents- were computed as. simple
j . averages of ithe-rents for the states in that region.
. The regions were, the Pacific Northwest (Washington, .
Oregon, Idaho), Mountain states (Montana, Wyoming,
Colorado, Utah), and Southwest (Arizona, New Mexico). A
revised state rent was then computed as one-third the
rent for that state plus two-thirds the rent for the
region in which the state was located. This smoothed
differences across states, addressing prpblem 5 above.
No smoothing was applied to grazing rents in California,
Texas, or Nebraska.
A) The number of acres planted to crops and the number of
. acres used for range or pasture were obtained from the
Agricultural Censuses. The number of acres irrigated was
separated from cropland. Straight-line interpolation was
used to obtain values for intercensal years. The share
of each type of land use in total land was computed,
5) Average cash rent on farmland was obtained as the sum of
the cash rents on grazing land, dryland, and irrigated
land, weighted by the shares computed in the preceding
step,
6) For the years before 1960, cash rent was extrapolated
based on the average ratio of rent to per-acre land
value during 1960-1965, for each state',
7) For the years 1980^1982 a similar extrapolation was
based on the ratio of rents to land value from
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-'•• •.'-1975-1979.- The-rents-used for this-step and, the. pre
ceding-step were the average, rents, computed .in step 5.
The land value. was the average value-of• an-acre, as
.-reported in Farm Real Estate'.Market,Developments.'
In'addition,' due to the peculiarities'.in':ithe'treatment .of. some states,
the" following-measures were taken:' .v..-
- • 10 -All',:Nevada observations 'werejmissing-. . -Cash-, rents: for---. .
- Kevada .'Were computed, as the average, of -.rents to, value •
" bl.'t d per-acre for New Mexico and'Utahtimes, the yalue of-
:c .. : -s . ."an acre of farmland-for-Nevada,.iin all years,
2)-'> Nebraska was handled as, an-eastern.-state frpm- •/ .
- 1949-1966,'and a: western state^the'reafter.. _ .
- "S)' Observations'for-Texas were missing from ,'19A9-1966, and
V- were-computed as the Oklahoma ratio, of rent t0:value,-
. •• ".times Texas value per^acre, timesr^the average; ratio:of j '
, --' the Oklahoma rent/value-to; the Texas rent/value" fpr
1967-1969. •. M- - . ^
A) Kansas observations after 1966 were missing, and .were
computed as Missouri ratio of rent to value times
•Kansas value per acre, times the average ratio of the
Missouri rent/value to the Kansas rent/value for - "'
V . 1963-1966. ' ' ^ , r . . .
Capital'' • - i.e..
There are two capitar cate'gdries. • The first'^is based on e5q>enditures on
opefatibri and repair of machinery arid buildings, which iriay be thought of as a
variable'eaqjense. "The second is a measure of "the quiasi-'fixed factor,
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capital, consisting .of machinery and service structures. '.The input to
production from this"quasi-fixed factor is its service, flow,,
1. Repair and operation-of-inachinery and buildings; "
Expenditures on this item.(EXPC^) are reported in-the-State income *
series." Repair of-operators.'.-dwellings is'excluded. We divided this :dollar
figure by an index of the *price' of operation and repair to converst'it'to
real terms.' This price w^as based'on'two indices .prepared, by'the USDA at the
national level and published in Agricultural Pricesthe index of the price
of farm-and motor supplies*-(IFM)', and:the index of the price of building and
fencing supplies (IBF). IFM was not available prior to 1965. In earlier
years the same group of inputs were handled in-.two separate series: the
price of machinery supplies (IMS)., and the price of farm supplies (IFS). To
splice together the earlier i.ndices with IFM, and to, .weight the various
components in an overall index of the cost of. operating and repairing capital
items, we'used-the weight given to,each index in the 1958 composite index of
prices paid by farmers .for commodities and services,-, interest, taxes, and
wage rates. These weights were:
IMS 3.5% - V .. i i
IFS 2.8%
IBF 2.9% ...... • ^ ' 1, '
Adding the first two-gave us; ' i-.-
IFM 6.3% . . '
, for the 1965-82 period. We extrapolated IFM to the pre-1965 period by
computing the percentage change in IMS and IFS relative to their 1965 values,
a-.
, weighting the two ,as follows—% change in IMS x (35/63) + % change in IFS x .
(28/63)—and multiplying the result by IFM for 1965. . We then computed an
index of the .costs of operation and, repair of capital items (PCAPOP) for the
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whole'-'period as. IFM X'.(63/92)x (2,9/92);.^ ,
Operation and repair in real terms was con5>uted as expenditures.
(EXPCAP),/(PGAPOP) - .CAPOP, •. -- • r .
2. The stock of-Capital, .was.-based on-unpublished USDA figures giving depre
ciation, of various capital, items, annually^at the.state .level. They are
depreciation on^service structures (SERDEP)trucks- (TKDEP.)tractors ,
CTRDEP)» automobiles (AUDEP), and other equipment (EQDEP). All deprecia^on
is calculated at currentJreplacement_cost.. Only the/ishare.of truck-and
automobile depreciation corresponding to farm (as .opposed to household) use
is included. c- i.j ' ....
The USDA arrives at state depreciation figures;byi.allocating natipnal---
depreciation'iacross states .'according-to various criteria.o The national
depreciation figures themselves.are'computed on, a;,straight7line,basis from
"national estimates, of. the lvalue of.the capital^stopk'in,each category. We
took the straight-line ..depreciation-percentages and divided them-into the.--,
state depreciation-;figures to obtain.estimates at the state level of the.
stock of capital^ in each category. .That is,, we computed. - -
value-of >automobiles. (VAU).l - •= AUDEP/..22^.- r , -
value of trucks (VTK) = TKDEP/.21
va-lue-of tractors (VTR)' . > = TRDEP/.12.
value of-other equipment (VEQ) = EQDEP/.14
where .22, .21, .12, and ,14 are the USDA's depreciation rates on auto-
mobiles, trucks, tractors, and other equipment, respectively.
The depreciation rate on service structures has not been constant over
time. We computed the national rate (SDRATE) as the national service struc-
ture depreciation divided by the national value of service structures,
published in the Farm Balance Sheet statistical series. We then used this
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estimate to obtain the value of service structures at the state level as
VSER = SERDEP/SDRATE.
We estimated the nominal service flow from these capital items as depre
ciation plus a fixed percentage (.OA) of their current value at replacement
cost. Four percent "was used as a -proxy for farmers' view of the long-term
interest rate to which the marginal product of capital should correspond.
That is, defining
FARMDEP = AUDEP + TKDEP + TRDEP + EQDEP + SERDEP
VMACH = VAU + VTR + VEQ
we obtained the value of the service flow from capital as
VCAPSER = FARMDEP + .04 (VMACH + VSER).
We converted this to real terms using the USDA national indices on
Vprices paid for automobiles and trucks (lAU), tractors (ITR), farm equipment
(IMA) and building and fencing supplies (IBF). lAU was not available for the
years before 1965. In the earlier period trucks, automobiles and tractors
were treated together in IMV, an index of the prices of motor vehicles.
Examination of the separate series in the post-65 period showed they moved
quite similarly until the last few years. We assumed therefore that they
moved similarly in the earlier period as well and used the single series IMV
to deflate VTR, VTK, and VAU pre-1965. Two different series were published
for farm machinery items not covered in the motor vehicle indices. One of
these was discontinued in the 1960's, replaced by what is now called the
index of prices paid for other machinery land implements. Despite a change in
some of the items covered in the two series, we took themto be measures of
the same things. This approach seems reasonable since the two had very
similar values during the overlapping years in which both were published:
il0-r59
Old Series New Series
1965" A26 '-(1914=100)-
1966 A42 437
The real service flow from the capital stock was then computed as
.= (AUDEP + .,04 VAU)/lAU
'^"•+ (fRDEP-''+ ;^0'4'VTR)/ITR -- • • ' ' '
+ (TKDEP + .04 VTK)/ITK
- + (EQDEP •+ v64 VEQ)/IMA •'-"?) ' n-'-. . '.-t-
+ (SERDEP + .04 VSER)/IBF.
In this calculation, as in previous steps, all indices were converted to
••."i" : IT ' • Jo ."'.jc.': i/ .-.r .. ••• o . '
1977=100 to ensure consistency.
. /:. .• 'J • • {Vi r ^ ^
We did not have data to allocate these capital items to crop and live
stock production except from the tractor costs which we allocated to crop
production. Other components were allocated using the benchmark labor shares
described above.
, • U .. -v.." '1/ . • . " ' -
Feed
There are three classes of feed inputs: 1) purchased, commercially-
prepared feeds; 2) harvested grain, soybeans, and hay; and 3) forage and
silage. The second class can be subdivided into grain, etc, which is 2a)
purchased from another farm find 2b) fed to animals on the farm where it was
grown. For brevity we refer to the latter as "farmfed" output,
' Discussion of our procedures is facilitated by regrouping these classes





"Production E:q>enditures" published in the State Farm Income series
include e3q)enditures on feed (EXPFEED). These expenditures were for items in
classes (1) and (2a) above.
To convert this measure of value to a measure of quantity, we divided by
the price of 16 .percent protein dairy feed (PFEED) observed in June for each
state as reported in Agricultural Prices. Occasionally this variable was not
available for some .states, in which cases we used observations from a
neighboring state. We then obtained FEED = EXPFEED/PFEED,
Non'Purchased Feed
Class (2b): Harvested grain, soybeans and hay fed to animals on the
farms where grown (farmfed),
1. Data on hay production were unavailable. USDA estimates of hay
sales in each state (HAS) were available. We assumed all sales were '
intrastate. HAS was divided by the state price of hay and counted as an
I *
output, while HAS on the input side is included in EXPFEED. Farmfed hay was
• counted neither as an output nor as an input. (See remarks below on silage
and forage.)
2. From 19A9-1980 the USDA published estimates on wheat, soybeans, and
the four feed grains used on the farms where grown (in our notation WHUSED,
SYUSED, COUSED, BAUSED, CAUSED, and SOUSED, respectively). From 19A9-7A the
figures for wheat and soybeans were further broken down into use for feed
(WHFEED, SYFEED) and use for seed (WHSEED, SYSEED). This left us with the
problem of filling in missing values. 1) We assumed all feed grains used on
farms were fed to animals. 2) We extrapolated the xxUSED series to 1981 and
1982 by computing the average ratio of xxUSED to xx production over 1978-1980
and applying this ratio to 1981 and 1982 production. 3) For soybeans and
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wheat;-we/made a ^second ^trapolation,iiextendingGthej.breakdown; of, total use
into, seed-and'feed to the postTl974-period, .t' z'
For soybeans,-we'computed'the. ratio^of..SYSEED:to .SYUSED for 1969-1974,
and applied this ratio to SYUSED in^he.years iafter .1974. We then computed,
SYFEED = SYUSED-SYSEED. -> • - /J; . : •
We attempted the same procedure for wheat. This gave implausible, t
results, however;Jbecause the quantity ofwheat used formfeed is unstable,
rising sharply-when wheat-'prices fallOnear the .price of corn j. corrected, for.
the difference in nutrient'value. We.'therefore based our. approach, on, the .
' assumption that. WHSEED i's more likely to be 'a.stable fraction-of. the total .
amount of seed required to plant the year/s wheat:crop;' then the proportions
of WHSEED and-WHFEED.in WHUSED-are apt to be.-stable. .Thus, we computed the
ratio of WHSEED to total seed input for the current crop (WHSD) fbr^ 1969-73
and applied this ratio to WHSD for 197Ar-82^ to extrapolate the WHSEED series.
We then, computed WHFEED for these years as the, residual, WHUSED-WHSEED.
A) The,next set, of as_suraptions concerned the timing of feeding. We
assumed that one-fourth of the, farmfed corn, sorghum, and soybeans were fed
in, the year pf^harvest (roughly, October through December) and the remainder
fed the following year, We made no,attempt to measure stocks that might have
been held over to later years.
For wheat, oats and barley, which are harvested in mid-year, we made an
analogous assumption: half the fannfed grain was assigned to current year
use,, and half to the following year.
5) Farmfed grains and soybeans were valued at the season average price
received by farmers for the crop being fed. Thus, 1978-crop corn fed to
animals in 1978 was valued at the season average price for ,the 1978 crop, as
was 1978-crop corn .fed in 1979. . ,
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6) Lacking reliable series on the quantity and value of silage and
forage, we ignored these input items. However, we also omitted them from the
' output side. Aside from the (minor) effect on the weights attaching to
measured inputs and outputs, their omission from both sides will not affect
measurement of total factor productivity. The same applies, to unsold hay
output,
Final estimates of feed quantities and prices were obtained by summing
appropriately lagged or averaged WHFEED, SYFEED, COFEED, BAFEED, OAFEED,
SOFEED. This quantity plus FEED = TOTFEED. Valuing the quantities as
. indicated under (v), we obtained their total value (in $ million) as VTOTFEED
and divided by TOTFEED to obtain PTOTFEED,
All quantities were converted to millions of tons prior to summing.
Fertilizer
From "Production Expenditures" in the State Farm Income series we
obtained calendar year expenditures on fertilizer (EXPFERT). There is
considerable diversity among states in the breakdown of these expenditures
among types of fertilizer. In consequence, there are differences in the
appropriately weighted price to be used to convert dollar expenditures into a
measure of the quantity of fertilizer. We assumed that this diversity is not
nearly so great within production regions as across regions, however, and
therefore proceeded to obtain an appropriate regional price as follows:
The USDA's Production and Efficiency Statistics published annual
estimates of fertilizer use in ten major production regions (e.g., the Corn
Belt, the Southeast) by major component—that is, how many million tons of
nitrogen, potassium, and phosphate are used. We added these figures and
divided the total into the regional subtotal of EXPFERT, obtaining a regional
price per ton of chemical ingredient (PFERT). This is, in effect, a
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quantity-weighted index of fertilizer prices where the weights reflect the
regional mix of nitrogen, potassium, and phosphate in a 'representative' ton
of fertilizer, as well as cost differences arising from the use of cheaper
sources of nitrogen (e.g., anhydrous ammonia) in some regions compared with
others.
Miscellaneous Inputs
"Production Expenditures" in State Farm Income include a catch-all item
for miscellaneous inputs (EXPMISC). We divided EXPMISC by IPR, an index of
prices paid for all production items, computed at the national level and
published in Agricultural Prices, to obtain a measure of the quantity of
miscellaneous inputs, MISC.
II. Outputs
Price and quantity data for the following outputs are reported at the
state level. Price is the season average price received by producers.
Cotton (CN) Oranges (OR)
Tobacco (TO) Grapefruit CGF)
Sugar cane (SC) Hay sold (HAS)
Sugar beets (SB) Cattle & calves (CC)
Dry edible beans (DB) Hogs & pigs (HO)
Milk (MI) Sheep and lambs (SL)
Broilers (BR) Soybeans (SY)
Turkeys (TU) Peanuts (PE)
Eggs (EG) Cottonseed (CS)
Corn (CO) Lettuce (LE)
Sorghum (SO) Onions (ON)
Oats (OA) Tomatoes (TM)
Barley CBA) Potatoes (PO)
Wheat (WH) Other crops (OCR)
Rice (RI) Other livestock products (OLP)
Apples (AP) Other fruits (OFR)
Grapes (GR) Other vegetables (OVE)
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Quantities
For most output categories, quantity is production as reported by the
USDA. For crops, production is the harvest of that year.
Where inventories carried over' from one year to the next are negligible
relative to annual production, we constructed a measure of production as
calendar year receipts from sales divided by the season average price. This
was true of milk, eggs, broilers, and turkeys. We followed this procedure as
well for oranges and grapefruits, and for the residual "other" categories.
(See the discussion under prices.)
. Since we used meat animal production as our measure of output, we
dropped feeder livestock from the category of inputs. Production is in terras
of pounds added = the weight of slaughtered animals - less change in
inventory (including net inshipments of feeder livestock). Since we are
using a net rather than gross measure of output, it is appropriate to drop
such inventory changes on the input side.
Prices
Prices are not reported for states where the output in question was not
produced.
We sought a measure of expected price for the value weights in the
output index. We used 1-year lagged prices as a proxy for expected prices
for crops with well-defined growing seasons and meat animals with long
gestation and feeding periods. We used current prices for outputs produced
continuously through the year (dairy and poultry products) and for outputs
whose main current production decisions concern harvest and marketing. The
latter include tree and vine crops: apples, grapes, oranges and grapefruits.
In the long run, of course, their output depends on farmers' expectations of
the long-run "normal" price, but we did not attempt to approximate this.
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The USDA.'has not always -published a single-season average price at the .
state level for crops where several varieties j^e grown. For tomatoes,
onions,'potatoes, and tobacco'our price is a quantity-weighted-average of the
prices of the individual varieties, when no such pric^was published. ,
Neither quantity nor price data per se are available for the "other"
categories. We used dollar, receipts data, divided by price indices, to
obtain quantities.'of "other"", outputs. price indices used were -
ILP = index of price of all livestock products •
ICR = index'of the price'-of all crops -
IVE- = index" of the price of vegetables
•IFR. = index^'of. the pricey of fruits












Table 10,1. Output and input shares; U.S. agriculture (42 states)
1950-1982.
' 1. Selected Output Shares 1950-60 1961-70 . 1971-77 1978-82
A. Crop Production
Tobacco .059 .064. .050 .044
Cotton .118 .081 .060 .052
Corn .17A .160 '.183 .197
Oats .043 .029 .017 .013
Wheat .146 .117 • .132 .136
Soybeans .040 .080 .121 .149
Tomatoes .051 .053 .034 .024
Potatoes .031 .034 .034 .029
Other Crops .338 .384 .369 .356
B, Livestock Production
Milk .242 .247 .245 .263
Eggs .101 .095 .075 .060
Broilers .087 .084 .090 .102
Turkeys .020 ,.019 .020 .021
V
Cattle and Calves .346 .389 .410 .396
Hogs and Pigs .147 .120 .124 .117
Sheep and Lambs .027 .018 .011 .010
Other Livestock Prod. .029 .028 .025 .031
II. Input Shares
A. Crop Production
Fertilizer .069 .087 .118 .111
Seeds .035 .035 .051 .049
Land .175 .221 .213 .213
Miscellaneous .083 .113 .154 .200
Labor .453 .357 .292 .235
Capital Services .183 .187 .172 ,193
B. Livestock Production
Feed Purchased .272 .320 .352 .335
Feed Fed on Farm .175 .117 .120 .124
Hay .028 .032 .038 .041
Land .133 .152 .136 .141
Miscellaneous .055 .082 .112 .150
Labor .311 .270 .219 .179

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 10.5. Rates of change:
f
alternate MFP indexes: U.S. agriculture.
Decade USDA Kendrick E-L
1870-1880 1.80 1.65
"






o .12 , .
1911-1920 .00 .00 • .00
1921-1930 .AA — .89
1931-19A0 l.AA . 2.02
19A1-19A5 1.26 .11
19A6-1950 .65 1.10
1951-1955 1.82 • 2.A9-
1956-1960 2.82
• 2.32
1961-1965 . 1.47' 1.94- '•
1966-1970 1,36 1.30 •
1971-1975 1 1.21
1976-1980 2.30





Table 10,6. Comparative annual rates of growth of ""output, input/and





































Table 10.7. ERS regions: crop,, livestock, and aggregate MFP (growth rates).
•
Rank Growth Rates '1950-82
Region Aggregate! Crop.'- Livestock . Aggregate Crop, ;iLivestock
Delta States 1 1 •, , 1 . . .3.22 , 3.15 i 3.31'
Appalachia 2 5 • . 2 . • • ' . " •2.'49 ; • 2.ir 3.09
Southeast 3 2 3 2.43 2.56 2.11.
Lake States A 3 , • 5, . . 1.77 2.34 ' ' 1.52,
Southern Plains 5 A '•9.*-' 1.70'- ; 2.16 . .63
Northern Plains 6 7
- 1 'i t'l
' • " i'.68 2.05' :81
Pacific States 7 8 6 1.55 1.74 1.08
Corn Belt 8 6 10 1.47 2.07 .58
Northeast 9 10 - 1.24 . .27 2.05
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 10,9. Annual crop and livestock MFP growth rates and efficiency index
































































MFP Growth 1950-82 coef. of
Lxve- Agere- -variation












































2,09 1.47 2.01 1-.17
2.55 -1.01 2.06 •• 1.21
2,29 .03 1.69 1.38
2.50 .01 1.26 1.25
2.49 1.40 1.97 .86






















































1.37 2.65 • ,r.99 • .83 .79 .•82
1.62- 3.33 2.56 . .36- .67 .54
2.57> 3.54 3.05 : .82 .72 .77
2,51 . 3.39 .2.74 . .78 .77 .77
2.67 2.30 2.50 .71 .85 .76
2.11 3.09 2.49 0.92
•3.21 ^ 3.30 3.23 '.53 .80 .56
2.85 . 2.07 2.67 . r .69 1.23" .82
1.12^ .60 .96 1;66 1.46 1.58
3,51 2.89 3.29 .61 .98 ' .70
2,56 2.11 2.43 1.05
3,99 3.64 3.82 . .54 .80 .59
3.14 . 3.56 • 3.37 .70 1.01 .77




3.45 . 1.28 2.65
•
• .54 1.19 .79
2.06 .51 1.58. .78 1.16 -.90
2.16 .63 1.70 1.38
.51 . 1.39, .89 .96 .97 .96
1.14 1.26 ' 1.25 1.37 1.05 1.25
1.14 .93 .79 .46 .76 .63
1.95 1.20 1.73 • • .-67 .99 .81
2.59 .39 1.54 " .51 .68 .58
.96. • --.90 -.01 '-• 1.39- .69 1.11
-.43 1.15 .56 .99 1.07, - 1.05
2.25 -.43 .'24 • .45 1.01 • .82
.99 .70 .89 0.54
1.53 2.26 1.88 1.62 .80 1.23
2.00 ' 1.50 1.79 . 1.11 1.03 1.07
2.10 -.69 1.62 — 1.90 1.06 -1.57
1.74 1.08 1.55 0.99
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Table 10.10'. Annual'crop-and livestock TFP growth rates by state and region: •
selected- periods. - i
State/Region 1950-60 1961-70 1971-771978-82 1950-60 1961-70 1971-77 1978-82
Northeast
fJew york " .21 2.37 -3.40 -1.01" 1.A2
New Jersey .91 2.12 -4.63 -.49
Pennsylvania 2-. 68 3.28 -.15 2.40
Delaware 2.82 .07 -2.65 3.47 3.71
Maryland . 1.36. 1.85 -3.22 4.95 2.50
Region Total, lilO' , 1.95 -2.87 -.35 2.04
Michigan - 2.59 2.75 3.46 3.02 .82
Minnesota 4.76 2.20 4.84 .60 1.14
Wisconsin .41 3.65 4.02 ~2..3j
Region Total. 2;87 2.19 3.81 —.47 1.50








Northern Plains ^ .. «
North Dakota 1.28 2.03 2.53 5.27 3.03 -.04 2.22 -1.02
South Dakota 3.93 -.48 3.91 3.74 2.26 .52 1.49 r2,13
Nebraska 2.79 .75 3.61 1.45 . 1.17 1.01. "-.75 -.33
Kansas 5.01 -.14 1.89 - .56 1.78 ~*29 ?9
Region Total 3.47 .29 2.67 1.88 1.82 ^ .89 -.07 -.13
alachia
2.83 2.25 1.09 1.73 1.49
3.62 1.61 1.38 3.94 1.03
3.81 .38 2.92 2.19 • 1.20
3.43 2.05 .90 3.75 -.04
3.52'. .44 •4.83 1.27 . 1.27

















.irginia 1.62 2.51 -1.08 2.02 ' 2.90 2.32 3.80 1.23
West Virginia 1.27 .48 -1.64 9.14 3.60 in*no
Kentucky L • 1.26 2.45 4.26 3.09 3.39 . 2.99 -.07. 10.02
North Carolina 3^.61 3.32 -.30 2.63 . 4.81 ?*9? 1*7?
Tennessee 2.45 1.30 3.38 4.82 ' 2.46 2.02 1.47 3.71
Region Total 2.47 2.31 .96 2.62 3.46 2.74 1.76 4.89
boutn uarolina 3.95 3.04 1.54 4.38 q'ln
Georgia 4.09 3.50 -3.09 7.42 3.72 .99 .52 -3.10
Florida -.14 2.44 1.68 -.38' t 1.53 .-1.88 3.51 -.33
Alabama 4.87 1.81 1.91 . §*52 ^
Region Total 3.46 3.13 -.27 2.82 3.83 .62 1.70 2.21
Delta States - ' i 0-^-5 -5 co
Mississippi 5.51 4.50 1.93 2,82 5.68 1.94 3.23 ?*q|
Arkansas 5.67 2.96 1.99 ^*25 - 'a'??
Louisiana 3:29 4.72 1.45 1.02 ?*lo - a'ao
Region Total 5.03 3.63 1.42 v.82 • 4.07 . 1.88 3.46 . 4.49
Southern Plains .. . .«r o /rc
Oklahoma 10.01 -2.29 4.43 .49 f 24 - -.34 1.25 2.65
Texas 5.49 .76 4.36 -5.39 1.65 --25 • .24 .15
Region Total 6,39 -.04 3.83 ' -4.26 • 1.64 ~ . -.36 .53 .74
Mountain States
-1.66 2.18 .69 1.24 4.20 -.18 .13 ^.65
Idaho -.94 4.49 -1.69 . 2.55 2.n .37 ,.36 2.61
Wyoming -1.05 5.40 -1.10,..14 2.20 .26 .98 -.32
Colorado 4.21 .57 .30 2.53-' 1.31 .05 1.48. 2.88
New Mexico 5.03 2.05 2.69 -1.38 .96- -.70 -1-71 • 4.39
Arizona 1.11 1.12 3.82 -3.65 -2.04 .72 -.99 -1.71
•Utah -2.53 2.64 -.50 -2.30., 2.27 .03 1.86 .12
Nevada ^ -1.04 6.57 3.09 .-.98 -2.54- -.12 .64 .17
Region Total .96 1.76 .58 -10 , .
Pacific States ... ... ^ " rrC' o no t -in














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































/ . • 10-13-89-
CHAPTER li;'- RESEARCH, EXTENSION, •SCHOOLING, INFRASTRUCTURE,
AND POLICY IMPACTS ON PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH
•- -IN U.'S. AGRICULTURE - •
New measures of economic growth for U.S. agriculture are reported in
the previous chapter. They have two main sources: 1) growth in output
attributed to changes in input use when the technological, infrastructural
and economic policy environments that producers face are unchanged and 2)
growth of output when multifactor productivity (MFP) occurs; i.e., growth
that is associated with-changes in the technological, infrastructural, and
policy environments-facing farmers.' Changes .in output from the first source
are fully attributable to changes in'input use. Changes in .output from the
second sources cannot be directly allocated among specific programs that
change technology, infrastructure, and policy. It is the task of this and
the foHowing chapter to estimate this allocation for U.S. agriculture.
Three methods are available for allocating productivity changes among
non-input sources. They are 1) imputation-accounting methods, 2) statistical
multifactor productivity methods, and 3) statistical meta-function methods."
The objective of this chapter is to present an econometric or statistical
ebcamination of the contributions to multifactor U.S. agricultural
productivity of specific program investments that are designed to produce
changes in the technology environment. It also presents evidence of the
effects of the technological and infrastructural environment on farm size and
the effects of farm size change on productivity. This analysis focuses on A2
states for the period 1950-82. The methods utilized in this chapter are
statistical multifactor productivity decomposition methods. Chapter 12
utilizes statistical meta-function methods.
The remainder of the chapter has the following organization. First,
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methods' of productivity analysis—accounting imputations, statistical MFP
decomposition—are reviewed. Second, the data and empirical model for an
analysis of U.S. multifactor productivity for the U.S. crop and livestock
sectors, 1950-82, are discussed. Third, the new results are reported and
evaluated. Finally, marginal productivity elasticities for research, exten
sion, and education are computed and evaluated.
Methods of Productivity Analysis
In this section, the interrelationship between farm structure and
productivity is first examined, and then the methods of multifactor produc
tivity are reviewed. These methods include the imputation-accounting frame
work and statistical decomposition analysis.-''
Interrelationship Between Farm Structure and Productivity
In the short-run we typically consider farms to be able to choose
outputs and variable inputs freely in response to changes in prices. They
are, however, constrained by four types of environmental conditions; 1)
structural, 2) infrastructural, 3) technological, and A) economic policy.
Structural constraints are subject to control by individual farmers, but
are costly to change in the short-run. Structure includes both the size of
the land base on the farm and investment in land (drainage, irrigation). It
includes the stock of buildings and equipment. It includes the organization
of the farm business (part-time, full-time, type of tenancy, etc.). It
encompasses the acquired human capital of farmers. Economic specialization
by farmers is also a facet of farm structure.
Infrastructural constraints are not under the control of individual
farmers, but may be influenced by them collectively through political
processes (see Chapter 13). Infrastructure encompasses roads, markets.
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' government .programs, ^credit, and insurance, systems, communications and alter
native economic opportunities. .-.-The organization of rural rcoi^unities, ,
distance to .retail shops and farm i^lement repair shops are also parts of
the infrastructure in which farmers work and produce. , ,
-• Technological .constraints change when new. ;inventipris of potential value
to^'farmers"come into eustence. .The'source of these, new inventions may be.
the State' Agricultural •"Experiment Station, a private f inn or.,individual, or
public arid private institutions outside the.state or-^even the country. •
Inventions may-be'biological-, mechanical, electrical, chemical, biochemical,
managerial, institutional'or'^infrastructuralL,(Chapter..7) .1' • , . r-.
Ecbrioraic-policy-constraintsuare "the price-and; nonprice .restrictions
created by government programs.' These- include.government support prices and
their associated restrictions.' Prices-that- reflect nonfarm economic oppbrtu-r
nities-can also'be-included here. . . ; ,
• -"This ;taxonomy ehabliss .a clearer, distinction between changes produced by
individual :farmer-behavior and' changes^ that:are produced by the nonfarm • • .
sector, by political processes, and by equilibrium economic forces-in
markets. MFP change in this context can be seen as.haying, two components:
1) In the" short-run holding farm structure constant,, changes of prices
will cause farm outputs and variable inputs to change, but total factor
- '' • • . . : (' V j. • r , • 1 " I, , i , I •
productivity will be unchanged. Changes in the infrastructure technology and
price-policy environments, however, will cause multifactor productivity to
change as farmers respond to these new opportunities or incentives.
2) In the long-run, farm structure will also change in response to
changes in the technology, price policy and infrastructure environments, and
this will generate an added productivity component. Structural change itself
is thus generated by changes in the infrastructure, technological and" price
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policy environments.- Thus*', in the Idng-ruri, productivity will be associated,
with structural change,-but except for such factors as human capital skills
of farmers'(which were acquired inan early stage of the.life cycle)
structural change cannot be''said to cause productivity change.^ •
This distinction between the short-run and.long-run role of farm,..struc
ture is important for several"reasons. First, because farm structure is to
some degree"influenced^by variables that differ from those affecting
productivity there is merit in-analyzing these variables .in a -more general
modeli "-Secoridi while'MFP-decomposition studies have.la .long-run inter
pretation,' (i.e., they allow: structure jto. change)the dualityrbased-
meta-functioh specifications, (such-as the analysis inoChapter:12), are,
suited only to measurement, of the short-run MFP. gains. That is, they specify
structure-to'be''fixed"and while the.impact of change in structure can be
analyzed, the long-run impacts of changes in the'technological, and infra-
structural envirormient on^structure and;hence on productivity-have-not.:been
analyzed-in previous studies. ' Structural': change is incorporated-in'the v
productivity analysis reported in this chapter.:. •. .i. .
Imputation-Accounting Methods
Several ^portant investments are required to change technology and
infrastructure. Investments in direct inventive effort are required. These
efforts, in turn, are enhanced by upstream, or pre-invention science invest-
ments. Then investments in information supply and field testing by extension
agents are required. Further investments by fanners themselves are also
required before productivity gains are realized.
Imputation-accounting methods usually do not relate investments
directly to productivity. This is in contrast to statistical methods where a
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direct relationship is estimated in most studies. Instead, a direct measure
of the invention (or inventions) in use or adopted is obtained. Then
evidence from e3q)eriments or trials or censuses is used to iii5>ute the rela
tionship between the use of the invention and productivity. Finally the
costs or investments associated with the invention may be estimated and a
cost-benefit or rate of return analysis conducted. The basic idea of produc-
tivity accounting is that by "chipping away" at the residual MFP-growth
component with enough corrections and imputations one can reach an almost
complete accounting for the components of MFP growth. oThe .pioneers in this
general approach are Schultz (1953, Ch. 7, 1961), Griliches (1960, 1963b) and
Denison '(1962), Jorgensen and Griliches (1967) contributed--a major-study of
this type'-and engaged in a debate, with.Denison over procedures (Denison,
1969, 1972; Jorgenson and Griliches,' 1972).' Jorgenson,.Gollop, and.Fraumeni
(1987) have recently completed,major analyses of"productivity gro\<^h in 52
U.S. industries including agriculture.
The foundations for the accounting approach can be developed in the
following simple way. Suppose that the true relationship between output and
- . ' ' ' .
inputs is:
(11.1) Y - 6F(LQjl, MQ^, HQj^, Z)
where 6 is a scale economies parameter, F(*) is the functional relationship,
and Q^, Q^, and are quality indexes for units of labor (1), machines (m)
and land (h) in "real" quality-constant units, over time (or across
observations), Z is. a vector of variables that characterizes technology and
infrastructure.contributions not channeled through scale or factor quality.
Now suppose that we do not observe 6, Q^, or and simply measure
the relationship between output and inputs as:
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(11.2) Y = F(L, M, H).
The observed MFP growth rate from 11.2 will be:
C11.3) MFP = Y - S-L - S M - S.H
X in h
where S., S and S, are factor cost shares, and Y, L, M, and H are rates of
£ m n
change of output and inputs.
The true MFP growth rate is, however:
(11.4) MFP =Y- S^(L+Q^) - S^(M+^) " - aZ - S6
where a is the elasticity of product with respect to the Z variable and S is
the rate of change in farm size.
Suppose further that the shares S., S , and S, are measured with error
X m n
it i( if
(S„, S , S, are the true shares), then the difference between measured MFP
£ m a
(11.3) and the correctly measured MFP (11.4) is
——— ^ A A
(11.5)" MFP-MFP = (S^-S^) (L+Q^) +( VV
+ aZ + 5S
The first 3 terms in equation (11.5) are based on errors in measuring the
factor shares or marginal products, and the second three are based on the
failure to correct for factor quality. The technology-infrastructure term
unassociated with factor quality and the scale term are also included,
Griliches (1973) and others, who have utilized a framework like equation
(11.5), have noted that the simple specification of this model does not, by
itself, mean much. To be useful, more information and work are required to
obtain better measures of each of the separate components (i.e., of shares
and quality indexes). The definitions themselves are a tautology unless this
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IS done.— • - • . - ' . . . j. > . •
'A large'literature' oh the measurement^bf'labor-quality -.(Qj) based-on: • .
schooling-income relationships exists and"has been, applied" in many
accounting studies, e.g., see the discussion in Jorgenson,.iGollop, and
• Fraumeni (1987i Chi'- 3); In other-studies, the size of the adjustment for
labor-quality has generally been< relatively large compared to other
adjustments. 'Griliches- has also inade-adjustments- for share ^corrections,.
capital- 'stock measurement and-scales economies in the context of the above
specificatiori 'for agriculture'-(Griliches-, 1963b),
The accounting framework represented>by equatibns^(ll;2)-(11.5) has
certain inconsistencies when compared with the structural model discussed in
this chapter. The cbntributiori-of-the infrastructure-and technology •
variables"'-in Zmay be channeled through' the Q^,' terms,
Thus^ the attribution of growth"to these variables will be•understated, in
3/studies-attributing growth'-to factor' quality and scale.- : . .
^ The' methodology for studies concentrating on- evaluating the contribution
of Agricultural- technology entaiil's-'the following" steps:
1)> Idehtifyihg'the Invented technology (in'most-cases this is a" set, of
inventions- rather than a single "invention". For example,- in the hybrid corn
study, many hybrid varieties were' considered;) . ' • . <
2) - Documenting-all costS' associated with producing, developing and
diffusing-the' inventibn(s)" With hybrid'corn, this-included all public and
4/
private costs.- ' These costs were incurred'as long as^25 or 30 years before
the -realization of-benefits.
3)- -Estimating the cost advantage for early adopters. Some studies have
utilized eaq^eriment station trials to jiiake controlled "with-i-without" yield
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and cost comparisons. These comparisons, however, are generally not
representative of farmers!, fields, and most studies haye attempted to obtain
farm level.,comparisons,,' (In.the hybrid corn study both e:g)er^ent stations
and farm data were, used;) .r-. - . , •
-.4) .Estimating the parameters of. the .adoption pattern and the^
adoption-advantage interaction.. In general,, a new invention(s) will be
adopted first on ;economic. units, where the costj. advantage is;-greatest. As
adoption spreads, .the advantage tj^icallyideclines (unless, as with hybrid .
corn, the technology as defined?is undergoing, continuous change)..
.5) 'Conversion ofr 3) and 4) to,.a benefits stream. This conversion is
illustrated in Figure 11,li-.^ ' i.- , - • . .
Figure-ll-,.! 4epicts two; t3T)es of farms and the aggregate supply curves-
of each (assume equal numbers of both.types of farms) for two alternative " .
technology scenarios; In scenario 1 the technology when adopted is scale,
neutral in that it lowers average- variable cost and marginal cost.-in -a.
parallel fashion. In scenario 2 the technology is., scale biased because it
shifts the minimum points of the AVC, curves: to the. right. As -depicted it
does not change- the slope of the marginal- cost, curves although it-might.
Note, that fixed,'cos.ts, are npt relevant to. a short run analysis, but are,,
important to a long run analysis (see. below). , •
.For the original, technology in-either, scemrio,'the aggregate supply
curve is the" summation of the marginal cost curve above the- minimum point of ^
.the AVC curves,. .Type 1 farms that have« high AVC curves do not produce until
price is above their minimum AVC; hence, they are not, "on the-curve" for the
first units on the curve. (This has some implications for the, parallel
nature; of the shift of the supply curve.) . -
If both types of farms e3q)erienced a shift in average variable cost and
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marginal cost curves of Kpercent, the supply curveswould^ simply shift -^
downward by Kpercent 'in a parallel fashion. If' tjrpe 1 farms shift by-K^,
percent arid t3^e 2by •K2 percent,-^the shift will. be.slightly non-parallel.
The segment up to the-new minijnum AVC forithe type 1 farm would shift by.K2
percent; therefore a parallel shift by -would occur. In
scenario 2, with a cost-curve shift that moves-minijiiura-average-cost to. the,-
right, the shift will be somewhat more non-parallel.
For the purposes of benefit-cost analysis, the areas that, lie below the
market demand curve and above the market supply curve, in Figure 11.1 are
labeled-,- ' '
a) 'This original'consumers- surpluses A, ' • •
b) The original producers' surplus•Cpa3nnent to fixed factors) is B+C, ,
c) The new consumers' surplus is-A+B+e,.
d) ' The new producers'' surplus is C+D+e;
e)-" The change-in consumers* surplus is B+e,
f) The change in producers' surplus is D+B,' '
g) T^e change-in total surplus-is D+E. ' " -
These studies have generally treated the change .in total surplus as the
benefits from the project (see Norton and 'Davis, 1981). >The' slopes of the
demand and supply curves play a minor role- in determining the size of these
. benefits of the new technology.- The area D is well approximated by K.x .Qq,
the original quantity. If demand is perfectly inelastic, D will be
approximately Kx Qq" and e will be small. If demand is perfectly elastic,
the triangle e will "disappear but d will be larger by a triangle determined
by the slope of the supply curve.
In the long run, of coursefarms will enter and exit the production of
the commodity in response to changes in profitability. .If average variable
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costs fall by K percent for all producers (or for "enough" producers to
research equilibrium), the new equilibrium price will fall by K percent. In
this case the" benefits will simply be Kx Qq + the triangle (e). If not
enough producers are able to obtain (use) the technology to reach this new
equilibrium, the price of- Qwill fall by less than K percent and those
producers using the technology will collect a technology rent. The producers
who are not users or adopters will have losses, unless the market price for
Q does not decline.
Imputation studies then have first sought to estimate K, the shifts in
supply curves. They have also estimated (or, all too often, simply assumed)
the units over which K applies. Adoption rates are generally useful for
determining these parameters.
6) Computation of present values of benefits and costs and internal
rates of return. The standard procedure of benefit/cost analysis is to
compute a present value of benefits and costs over time using some discount
rate. The ratio of these present values is widely used as a financial
measure of return on investment. . Alternatively one can solve for the
"internal" rate of return, i.e., the discount rate that equates the present
value of benefits to the present value of costs. For most imputation-
accounting studies, the analyst must make some assumptions regarding the
continuation of the benefit stream beyond the period of analysis. Will
benefits continue in future periods?
The answer to this question is somewhat arbitrary in imputation-
accounting studies. In the hybrid corn study, Griliches (1958) assumed that
the 1957 (the ending period of the study) level of benefits would continue
indefinitely but that the 1957 level of costs would also continue because
they were required to maintain the benefits level. This/was obviously a
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conservative assumption, as subsequent yield'changes for. corn show
(Chapter 8), Thus; hiS' study established a tradition for .."conservative"
calculations.
Unfortunately, an unusual computation in-Griliches'.study created severe
problems for interpreting his results and for coiT5)aring them to later
studies. Griliches computed'the'ratio; -j.
- 1957 • -
1 b (1+r) X r+b
m t ^ '1900 - - _ 7 • : '(11.6) - - 7
1 ' ct-(l+r) X r Cc-j ^
t = 1900
The numerator, the cumulated benefits converted to a return r plus the 1957
level of benefits was interpreted to be a constant financial flow to continue
into future years. The denominator is the comparable cost flow. The ratio 7
was then interpreted by many as a 700 percent rate of return on investment.
This interpretation is simply wrong. The ratio is essentially a benefit-cost
ratio and should be interpreted as such. It is highly sensitive to r the
discount rate used. Griliches also calculated an internal rate of return of
approximately 40 percent, but the 700 percent figure is still widely
quoted.—^
Statistical Methods , ^
•Statistical methods for MFP decomposition or. for meta^production or
meta-profits function" analysis are a means for estimating rather than
inputing the contribution of changes in technology, infrastructure and policy
environments faced by fanners to productivity change. Griliches (1963a,
1964) was a pioneer in this-research.' Other work;includes Evenson (1968,
1980); Peterson (1967);• Cline (1975); Bredahl and Peterson (1976); Evenson
and Welch (1974); Kislev and Evenson (1975); Lee, Cline, and Quance (1979);.
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and Braha and Tweeten (1986). These methods can be applied to the second
stage of a MFP decomposition analysis as in this chapter or to a meta-
function analysis as in Chapter 12.
Statistical methods' are generally used to analyze aggregate productivity
change when no direct measure of the inventions adopted or invention-produc-
tivity link is available. These methods-rely, on identifying the link between
investments in research, extension, and schooling (i.e., inputs) and produc
tivity rather than between inventions (i.e., research output) and produc
tivity. .A statistical analysis requires that measures of in^ortant variables
exist, or they can be derived for each of the observations. These variables
are outputs, inputs, -and prices. The observations may be a farm or an^ .
aggregate of farms. The key problems of statistical productivity analysis
are associated with the measurement of research, extension and related
investment variables for the unit of observation. This requires attention
to: 1) functional form, 2) simultaneity of investment and productivity
changes, 3) the lag pattern or time-shape of the impact of investment on
later productivity, 4) spatial relationships between investment and
productivity (i.e., spill-ins and spill-overs), and 5) deflators.
The general MFP decomposition specification relates MFP to the following
variables: human capital (schooling of farmers, public sector extension),
technological (public research, private sector research, public sector exten
sion) , and infrastructure (geoclimatic factors, weather variables, government
policy).
In this section, we address only the general issues of functional form
and simultaneity. The other issues will'be addressed in the context of
defining the variables used in the new productivity analysis (also see
Evenson, 1988).
Functional Form Issues' . . .
Three related decisions on functional form are required. First, the
' " •' ' "lj . .j! * ^ f'l-A .. .
dependent variable could be in the form of an annual rate of change or of a
cumulated rate of change from a base period. Second, the base could reflect
cross-section variation in productivity or efficiency or be free of cross-
sectional differences in base years. Third, a specific algebraic relation-
ship (i.e., logarithmic, quadratic, etc.) must be chosen. The specification
of the dependent variable will, of course, influence the choice of specifi-
cation for the independent variables.
Regarding annual versus cumulative MFP measures, a strong argument can
be made for the cumulative specification based on error cancellation.
Suppose that weather errors are affecting measured productivity. The annual
' ,'rU" '
rate of productivity change between t-1 to t incorporates two errors: an
error due to weather in period t and t-1. A cumulated productivity index
also contains only two errors, but they are for the first and last year of
the data series.
Let M = P^. + e , where M is measured MFP in t, P is true MFP in t,
and is the weather error in measured productivity, and + ®t+l
then
(11.7) •= P^+i - P^ ®t+l "^®t' , ^.
^t+2 ~ ^t+2 " ^t.'"!" ®t+2r ®t •
or ' • L - >• '
(11.8) M. . -"M. = P._^ - P '^+''e~;.- - e;.
t+n t t+n t t+n t
Thus, the error terras for the intermediate years dp not appear in a cumula-
MlrlA
tive productivity index (11.8), The cuimilative index has the advantages that
errors are a relatively small share of the measured productivity change and
the specification of the weather variable can be made simpler. The effects
of weather in t can be averaged out by taking a 3-A year average as the
beginning base of the series • A specification for weather in t+n is then all
that is needed.
The second issue is more problematic. Productivity indexes can be
computed to reflect cross-sectional variation and variation over time in
productivity or only variation over time. Efficiency indexes having a cross-
sectional basis are derived as the ratio of output valued at national mean
prices to inputs valued at national mean prices for a particular year.
Productivity indexes having only variation over time index each observation
or state at 100 for the base year.
If all outputs and inputs were measured in constant quality units, a,
prpductivity index including cross-sectional and time-series variation would
be ideal. Unfortunately, input quality is never fully accounted for, e.g.,
land quality. Thus, cross-sectional agricultural productivity differences
must be used with caution. A reason for not totally disregarding cross-
sectional differences in productivity is that evidence of "catching-up" may
occur. For example, in Chapter 10 we reported evidence that low production
j
efficiency in 1949-50 may be associated with a higher than average rate of
productivity growth later. If this is the case, the catch-up growth will
bias an analysis of variation in productivity that examines only variation
over time or cumulative productivity change.
The issue of the appropriate functional form for the productivity
equation is not one where a strong appeal can be made to any one underlying
model. Stronger modeling implications exist, however, for the meta-function.
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studies (Chapter 12). The productivity equation is generally specified as
one reduced-form equation. The fact that .the MFP measure is dimension free,
however, has implications for the. deflator used for research. This issue
will be discussed later in the chapter.
Simultaneity Between InvestmentB and Productivity .
Simultaneity in economic models occurs when two or more variables in a
regression are jointly determined. •lif research investment,-for example,•
responses to productivity change, the causality between research investment
and productivity change would be .confounded. Two factors are relevant to
questions of simultaneity in MFP decomposition.. First, different "actors"
are producing the MFP and the investment data. Fanners' actions produce the
MFP data. Individual farms dp not control public investments in research.
(They do control their•own investments in. experjjnentations and information
purchase-but we are, not considering these variables.,in this study.) This
does-not mean, however^ that the public sector investments in research and
.extension do not respond to farmers' interests (Chapter 13).
Second, a.substantial-time lag exists between the relevant research
investments and prpductivityjchange. The lag seems to be 5-20 years. Given
this time lag.j .a recursiveness argument can be made. Even if research
investment is responding to productivity change, this response is not.to
current investment.. However, it is past investment that is affecting current
productivity change. This, test is discussed further, in Chapter 13.. Little
evidence "exists of simultaneity, and we rely on ..a recursiveness argument in
this chapter as. the.basis for inferring causality between investment and
productivity..* . - :
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The Empirical Analysis
This section discusses general issues associated with specification of
research and extension variables for statistical productivity analyses;
discusses the exact specification of the equations to be fitted; and reports
and evaluates the statistical results. The models are to be fitted to data
for A2 U.S. states 1950-82,
Specification Issues for Research and Extension Variables
Timing
Most variables affecting MFP have a lag that is typically "distri
buted" over time with different weights. These impact weights differ across
variables.
Consider research conducted in the SABS system. A research project may
begin at time t. If it is directed toward the invention of new technology
and is successful, new technology will be developed in one or more periods
later than t. The technology then requires testing-, further modification,
and release to farmers. Farmers will then experiment with the new technology
and fit it into their production activities. There may then be a further
period of learning by the farmer before the full impact of the research
investment will be realized. Some research projects are unsuccessful. Some
projects produce both new technology and new intellectual capital that is
useful in future research. Some are not designed to produce technology
per se but have pre-technology science objectives.
Furthermore, technology once adopted by farmers may experience a real
depreciation in its MFP impact. This stems from two sources. First, and
probably most important in agriculture, real "deterioration" from exposure of
a technology to pests and pathogens can occur. This is a common problem with
new crop varieties and to some extent with animal improvements. Second,
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"replacements with incomplete ^additivity;occur." ' New inventions-are
continuously replacing older.inventions because-the new inventions are
superior.' 'In some'cases .the new technologies build-iiipon, or add to the older
ones, ' In-"thes0 latter-cases, .the "MFP ;irapact:of the older" tecl^ology does .not
disappear, but"it becomes ^a part of the new. technology. In other cases, this
additivity-may be incoi^lete. -The new invention may-have emerged from a
different-technology or sequence-ofvinventionsv In this case-, it will not
contain the full effect of the replaced technology. • • . v " - j
From" the'iperspective-of specifying a-research variable tp be associated
with MFP'Change"-in* a given'time period, onei-must-r look bac^ard in time and
include the research .investment.or'activities that are effectively
''contained''^ in^ the. MFP, index. . if-.the MFP.ind^ is-in the form of an annual
change,^"-this, can include negative--weights.—^
• "In this- study, three alternative.time, weight distributions are
considered. All' are. trapezoidal in share-nfirst having "aV years of
increasing weights, "lb" .years of constant ^weights, and "c" years of
decreasing weights. Thus the total effect of^an .investment in research is,
distributed over a total of a+b+c years. The three distributionsare
presented in Table 11,1, A minimum-mean-square-error statistical criterion
was used to evaluate the performance of the different distributions, and
distribution 3 was chosen as the best representation. These weights were
applied to create both public and private agricultural research stock
variables.
The effects of extension programs on productivity also occur with a time
lag, but it differs considerably from the research lag. Extension programs
have direct and relatively quick impacts because of direct contacts with
farmers. Because extension-farmer contacts are part of an education and
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learning process, the full impact on productivity will not occur-immediately.
After some'time ^ the impact-on productivity will be reduced .because .part of
the information-becomes obsolete either due to "availability of new extension
-contacts or hew information•supplied by private firms.-.Much of ;the, public
extension-effect is to'enable processing and conversion of technical and
price information- into managerial" decision-making earlier and more . , . ,
effectively;- Alternative-sources •'of -information are of the "replacement with
incomplete additivity" type^ Hence, much, perhaps most-, of extension!s
•impact on productivity-deteriorates within^a relatively short period, •
Given the burden of-estimation of other parameters in this-study, the
time-weight'distribution for extension's impact on productivity was not
estimated. -Instead -the''di'stributioh was imposed; it' lasts- only 3 years with
time weights of .5, .25 and .25. Schooling impacts were specified to. be -
permanent. AgVinv schooling-associated'skills inaydeteriorate- over time but
this study ^ddes not atten^t to estimate this effect ~ except in interaction
effects (see below). Government price policy^ variables are' also assumed -to
have a 3-year 'impact on productivity.-—''' " •'
Spatial-Geoclimatic Spill-in'of Technology "
Because the unit of observation is a state and the phenomena under
examination is state productivity in a specific time period, research,
extension and other variables should be defined in the way that they affect .
state productivity. For some variables, it. seems that no appreciable spatial
issue exists, because the variable is closely associated with agriculture of
only one state. This is the case for schooling of farmers and also for
extension activity in a state, but not for research activity in a state.
If one could actually measure technology in use by farmers directly, one
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could-possiblytrace; its origins, t.For example, technology,.in use in a given
state may=have originated (i;e..been invented), in another state or,even,in
another country; If .so'it can be. said-to have "spilled-in" to the state in
question and "spilled-out!' of;_the-originating-'state, _Using this spill-in and
spill-out information, 'one, could'attribute.the-'value of technology to-its ,
-originating institution.-."-" • 'lo.-o;-.-:' v
In this 'study, some measures of-research output in the form of- ^
technologycrop varieties-and"inventions-,have.been developed (Chapters 6, -
7 and-"8) ^However, complete documentation .of ^sources =.of.research ,output was
not possible,'-' Many research'impacts,nparticularlyLin-.the form of managerial
invention's, are hot easily measured; - "^Thus'i'.an indirect specification of a
research'investment •"stocfc-"'-variable is proposed;-, This requires .information
about hdw'reseafch program-impacts spill.across.state-boundaries to affect
state agricultural''productivity;-:"! Essentially.-this means-specifying the ,
spill-'in and" spill-but;effects of new. tectaology and-jof- pre-technology- -
findings'-for each state, :: -
- Some technologies' spill far and.wide. For. example, a-chemical herbicide
developed'in one"state may be-more:valuable than the-next., best alternative .in
every U,S, state. In economic terras, it is .the best technology in a broad
range of-locations,'- If..all'agricultural technology-had this characteristic,
one-would specify, a single (national,-(or.rinternational-) research stock
utilizing: the weights in Table 11,1%. But most agricultural tec^ology does
not' spill far and wide. Spilling'-is inhibited-.by-.local soil,-climate, and
even economic factors^ The biological performance of a-yariety of corn,, for
example, is inhibited by changes in day length-andjlength of growing season.
As :crop'ahdvanimaI husbandry 'priorities weref,developed, ^"husbandry
selection" modified-raany.-crop-ahd.-animal,species through: selection for.
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economically valuable" ch'aracter-isticis; •Considerable improvement in economic^
species occurred over the centuries before modem'-agricultural ;research.
started. Some'of the natural' inhibitors were reduced in^scope and- unportance
'so' that economic species exhibited much less-'fine tailoring to small niches
than noneconomic species;-- -Nonetheless'the basic pattern'"of tailoring
through location-^specific husbandry selection was maintained,, yi
With the advent of modern plant, breeding-and research ..practices» further
selection to-reduce inhibiting effects Ihas,taken place (e.g.,- modern high-
yielding rice'varieties'in'Asia have been selected for. lower .photoperiod
sensitivity). ' At "the'same'.time, the existence of inhibitions (sometimes
referred "to as genotj^e-environment intervention, (see .Herdt, lUuffman,
et al,)) has"become a central .feature of the.organization and design of agri
cultural research systems"(Englander, 1987)'In, the,SAES-USDA system, this
principle, which can be thought" of as.a factor,on the supply side of
research', has combined'with demand.factors to encourage the development of
state stations. Also, the establishment of branch or s^ib-stations. has
"•'occurred because-of imperfect-spill-in of technology from other state, units,
.and they can engage in-productive niche-fillirig technology tailoring to
helping their -clientele farmers. - * . , ' ;
'"Of'course, some technology spills in.directly-from one state to-another.
This is"particularly true for agrichemical'technology .(Chapter 7). • If-all ,
technology"spilled broadly across soil and climate, inhibitors> only a few of
the'state programs would be productive. The successful..technology tailoring
that SAESs do^ attests to limited -direct spill-in -- but much of, 'this activity
can be thought of as indirect-spill-in.
Given that-most inhibitors to spill-in and spill-out-effects are soil
and clijnate factors, information on geographical"distribution of similar.
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soils and climates can assist in the specification of research spill-in.
variables that affect state MFPJ' In Chapter 10/ Figure 10.1 portrayed a
system of 16 geoclimatic regions and 34, geocliinatic subregions for the
continental United States. Each state is located in one or more regions,and
subregions. A research variable incorporating a state's own research stock
and spill-in research stocks from*other areas was specified of. the following
typeV •
(11.9) R* = + (1-a) RSS^ + (l-2a) RSR^
where R. is the constructed research stock for state i, is the state's own
research stock, RSS. is the research stock for other states in similar sub-
regions to those in state i (excludes state i's stock); and RSR^ is the
research stocks of other subregions for the region where state i is located
(excludes RSS^). If state i has more than-one-region, the above expression
is 'computed' for every region 'and weighted .by: the. region's, relative
importance. The parameter a is used: to determine the weight of RSS^ and
RSR. relative' to R.-
1 1
Eiquation 11."9-implicitly subsumes both direct and indirect spiH-in of
research. The specification imposes a spatial structure on the weights.
Some research products produced ,in similar subregions .(or- regions) may be
directly transferable and these products-are "substitutes" [for a state's oto
research program. Other research findings outside the.state indirectly
spill-in by complementing the state's research program."' The .specification
employed'here does not seek to identify substitutability or complementary,
(that would require interaction terras).- It seeks to measure net spill-in.
For" this study, a-was estimated to be 0.5 for crop research.and to zero
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for livestock research.—^ What these differences mean is that livestock
research benefits spill fully across state boundaries within a geocliraatic
region but crop research only spills partially. This is consistent with
earlier findings of Evenson and Welch (1974) and Evenson (1988).
For the private research variable, where the location of the research
conducted could not be determined; spill-in was presumed to be general. That
is, the impact of private research on productivity was independent of the
8/
location of its conduct.—
Variables representing the proportion of public sector research
conducted in branch or substations are included to test for differential
impacts of main station versus substation research on agricultural
productivity.
Commodity Spill-in and the Research Deflator
Because MFP indexes are available for crop and livestock sectors, the
matching research stock variables must also be aggregated over crop and
livestock research commodities. In addition, MFP for the sectors is measured
as an index number and state research (and extension) stocks should be
consistent with this specification. This requires an adjustment that
effectively deals with the size issue, i.e., that makes a small state
•comparable to a large state and that also deals with geoclimatic and
aggregate commodity heterogeneity.
Consider the case where a single commodity is being produced in a single
homogenous region with no spill-in. In this case, a research stock should
not be deflated at all. The size of the homogenous region in question would
not matter. Alternatively, suppose that the region is not homogenous, but
that there are subregions in it and that we have two states each with a
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different number of subregions'^ 'Each state has "a station that seeks^ tO'-. .
tailor technology to each subregipn. • -How do we''define a meaningful research
stock variable for the two states?'••
• •• Consider two extremesOne'is that'the subregion-characteristics .do not
inhibit technology spilling from^one region-to the other; ~ In"this case the
sub'regioris would not matter.- At the other extreme; no significant spill-over
talces place between subregions. '' In.this •case each subregion would require a
separate research program and the aggregate program-research stock could be
'defined*as: ' • ;. . . - -j..
(11.10) 1 S?R. ^
i
where S? is the share of commodity production in..the ith subregion. This
weighted aggregiate research stock presupposes not only, that^^no^ spill-over
between subregions .occurs but. that the system is optimaHy allpcating
research between subregicns in proportion to the''size pf.the subregions.
- "... Some spill-over is. likely to occur, between subregions.and not.all^
subregion^ allpcations will be optimal. . This, would r.equire, a mixed pr
composite adjustment, for example:
(11.11) </. XR. + fil S?R. + XZ(S? - .
^ . 1 11 1 .!• • .^1 • . - -
1 - - . .
c Rwhere is-the^share•of commodity-production'in subregion i^and the share
of research' directed" to subregipn-iv •-The third term'pf equation (11.11) is a
correction for^non-optimal subregion allocation-of. research' effort. The
first and second-terms of equation' (11,11) constitute a composite adjustment
with weights ^ and fi. • '
Typically'data to a 'priori assign values to -^, 6," and X do hot exist.
1 ' c 1. ' . : I
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It is possible, however, to actually include the components of equation
_ ^ p n
(11.11) as separate regressors ZCS^ - S^) R^] in a decom
position specification and implicitly estimate 6, and X.
The same issues arise when a research variable must be defined for an
aggregation of commodities. Most agricultural research is -commodity
oriented, but there is a certain amount of spill-over between commodities so
that a single commodity share weighted specification similar to the second
term above does not represent all of the possible effects. A composite
variable specification is required. The ideal definition of the research
stock could include 4 research variables:
(11.12) 11 R.11 S.R.., 11 S.R.11 (S?. - S?.)^R..
. . 11 . . 1 11' . . 1 11 . . 11 ij ijij ij ij ij ^
where i refers to geographical area and j refers to commodity. The last term
adjusts for the difference between commodity production shares, , and
commodity research shares .
In the econometric analysis reported in this chapter, we include speci
fications of the research variables that approximate the components of
equation (11.12).
Research Foci and Pre-Technology Science
For each commodity research program we have data measuring the
proportion of the research directed toward or focused on 1) biological effi
ciency, 2) protection-maintenance, 3) mechanical efficiency, and A)
managerial efficiency (see Chapter 3). In addition, researchers report the
proportion of their work that is "basic" or pre-technology-oriented as
9/ . ....
opposed to "applied" or technology-oriented.— This classification is
separate from the foci classification scheme.
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It is of policy interest to determine not only an.effective level of
investment'in research, but to determine a productive, if not optimal, mix of
research'foci among-projects;:--It-is .also of interest to determine an effec
tive mix of applied or invention-oriented research and "basic" or pre-
technology science.- .' .c i • . .j
The procedure used to examine these questions is to construct foci share
variables.for biological efficiency and for pre^technolpgy science and share
interactions and to include them as .part of the-set• of-variables e^laining
productivity. This will enable us. to test whether different, foci emphases
have different productivity effects,—^. •^ .1'"
Econometric Productivity Analyses: 1950-82
As no,ted .earlier in,.this chapter,^ fam structure, specifically fann
size, can be viewed as contributing to productivity change, only in a
"disequilibrium" sense.,-That is, farmers do not change farm size quickly in
response to,- changes in prices, technology and infrastructure. As a conse
quence, MFP responsiveness to^ new technology will be "held back" or retarded
by slow structural change.. Our primary concern is with the long run rela
tionship between investments in .technology (research, extension and
schooling). We will present and discuss estimates of the long run model
- - . 1 I,'. .
which entails the relationship between MFP growth,and variables character
izing technology and infrastructure, . , .
. I^iis specification can be interpreted,as a type of reduced form equation
from a model where ,farm,size^ is included as an endogenous variable affecting
MFP growth in the,short run. We present estimates of the structural model in
the section to follow. The long run reduced-form model consists of three
equations, one each for crop productivity, livestock prpductivity, and
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aggregate (or combined crop and livestock)'productivity. .- These-three. i
equations or-measures of productivity are*related.only through random error_
terms." They are impacted by the same-random weather;, technology, and policy'
shocks. The structural or'simultaneous equation model consists of.two
equations, one for total productivity and one for'farm size. The structural
model is-recursive •in'the sense" that -farm size determines productiyity. but
productivity does not-determine"-farm size;* The. idea is-to"'identify-.the,,
effects ^f-research^'"extension,-and price'policy on farm size and then to
identify the iihpact of -farm" size on productivity-separate .from .the^ other
variables (also, see Kramer and Evenson, 1988).•> • ... .
The Specification of the Equations .for Crop, Livestock,
and Aggregate Productivity
The statistical decon5)osition analysis is conducted' on the crop and
livestock sectors separately and on the combined crop and" livestock sectors.
Table 11.2 presents a list and definitions *of'variables" used in the reduced-
form and structural equations. About one-half of the variables have sector-
specific values because they relate to only crops (crop commodities) or only
livestock (livestock commodities)!.'^ Other variables are''defined"to have the
same values for" crop and livestock sectors and for the aggregate.'
The reduced-form specification of the productivity equations is reported
in equation 11.13, Table' ll-S/ This equation is for aggregate productivity,
but the equations for crop and, livestock productivity are similar except that
sector specific variables are included. For these sectors, the variable
definitions include a "C" or an "L" wherever the variable" takes on a
different value in the different sectors." The specification of equation
11,13 is complex, because it attempts an examination of many new aspects of
agricultural productivity.
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The specificatiojir-has the following features: n. • ,
1) It includes variables designed to'measure the changing technology ^
environment facing farmers." These are the-variables created by using the
public (RPB) and private.(RPR) research stock variables.. These variables
incorporate timing, spillin, deflator, and'.foci.features,,-•
2)' It includes-variables believed" to. be c^loselyi associated with effi
cient management and' adoption of technology. . These variables -measure public
sector ""investments in cropland livestock-oriented-.extension (EX/N and EX/G)
and management extension (EXM/N), and farmers'.'schooling (ED),
3) -It includes variables measuring'selected characteristics of the
price and economic policy environment. .These are^the manufacturing wage and
indexes-of-price supports for crops (NPSUPPORT), for milk;(NPSUPMLK), and for
cropland diversion (NDVERSN).:
4) It includes• weather variables (DROUGHT,'.-FLOOD, ^P^PLANT).
'"-5) '^ It includes trend (YEAR, YEAR^), and geoclimaticjregion dummy .
(Dj^s) variables. They control for general trendrrdominated effects and for
some region-specific effects.
Further elaboration of the research variable is required,. The public
research variable incorporates three implicit deflators as well as a timing
and spillin dimension. In constructing RPB, each.tj^e of co^odity research
is weighted by the production•commodity, shares, the estimated time-lag
pattern is represented by the set. .(7;6,20), and the spillin weight? from
subiregions and regions are represented by (.5,0) for.^crops and (1,1) for
livestock research. ''For the spillin weights of crop research, crpp research
conducted in states located- in similar subregions-has a-weight of one-half
relative to'a weight-of one for a state's own research. Crop research in
other states has a weight of zero. For livestock research, research
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conducted by a given state and-by other states in.the same subregion or-
region have' the same-weigHf (1).—
The agricultural research' stock can reasonably." be-.e:q)ected to have some
effects that' spill perfectly- into all geoclimatic^'areas of -a ;state' and other
effects that are geoclimatic^specific; In'.these situations,,; it-is, a reason
able methodology to include research stock variables that are both ^unadjusted
for geocl-imatic complexity-^and are'adjusted'i ; This adjusl^ejit is made by,,
using- the -variable*G,:.the. summation -of. squared geocliraatic -subregipn output ,
shares for a stateV For a state having.more ;than _qne geoclin^tic-subregipn,
G is less than one. The public agricultural research'Stock adjusted for geo-
climatic" regions is defined'as RPB/G. .When both In RPBcand.ln (RPB/G) are--,
included in "the productivity equation, we e3q)ect',the coefficient of In •
(RPB/G) to be negative. This means that for a given/public research stock
.(RPB), agricultural productivity will be lower whenjG'is smaller or
production in a state-is split, into a largerynumber of different geoclimatic
subregioris; other things'equal. ••..i • •
. Interaction terms between public research and^other.-.variables are,
created by using only RPB.Interaction terms are created with pre-,-
technoiogy science share (SS-), biological efficiency"research shares (SB),
private research, public-.extension, differences in'the match\between
agricultural'commodity and research commodity^importance, and the share.of
the SAES staff who-are located in branch-stations. ' •" v " .
The coefficients of-' the- interaction terms provide direct evidence for. a
test'of-differences' in research productivity. The hypotheses include:
' - D" Pretechnology science research has .a "larger impact on agricultural
productivity than other types of public agricultural research (Evenson,
1983). ^ i
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2) Biological.efficiency focused research,.has.a^larger impact on agri
cultural productivity than'protection; management,.;and mechanization
research. ""
3)' •Public* and. private research are substitutes.":
• : 4) Public research and public-'coramodity-oriented, extension ,are
complements. ' ' j. "i . .
5)- The mflYTTntim in^jact.of public agricultural-research ,pn productivity
does not occur where agricultural. :commodity and. research commodity shares are
equal. • c .
j- 6)' Productivity :is'increased, by having, part of. the" research staff
located -in branch stations-and part at the central station.
For public sector extension, we were able to make a .distinction between
crop technology and livestock technology related .^tension 'and. general
management extension. The stock^'of extension is derived.from annual exten
sion staff'days using timing weights of .50, .25,. and .25 for the current and
13/
one- and two-year lagged values.— '
'Commodity extension is deflated by number of farms having 49 acres or
more CN) and by-the •geoclimate' index (G). Deflating by number of farms
reflects the tendency "for using up extension resources to contact more
farmers. Deflating by G incorporates the fact that geoclimatic differences
affect the usefulness of commodity-oriented extension. If a state has
homogeneous soils and climate, farmers can more easily,,learn from one another
in production and technology adoption decisions. When a state has several
different geoclimatic regions, choosing appropriate agricultural technologies
becomes more difficult. This is.a geoclimatic environment where-.extension
can-"be"more productive. - . , . . ,
The-productivity^of management extension is less-affected by geoclimatic
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diversity than commodity-oriented extension. The management information is
widely applicable. Resources are used up on contacting farmers, and manage
ment extension is deflated by the number of farms.
Interaction terras for-commodity-oriented extension are created with
public and private research and with farmers' schooling. Management exten
sion is interacted only with farmers' schooling. Several studies (Huffman,
1974, Huffman, 1981, Evenson, 1980) have found that agricultural extension
and farmers' schooling are substitutes. Thus.,, we expect the. schooling-
extension variable to have a negative'coefficient.
Selected general price and agricultural program variables are included
in the productivity equations.• The level of the manufacturing wage is
important for affecting the attractiveness of labor to leave agriculture,
taking part-time or full-time off-farm jobs, and developing and adopting new
technology to save on agricultural labor. -The expectation is that a higher
manufacturing wage will increase agricultural productivity. The government
price support programs for milk and crops have reduced the price uncertainty
faced by crop and livestock producers, respectively. We expect a larger
NPSUPPORT to increase crop productivity and a larger NPSUPMLK to increase
livestock sector productivity. A larger NDVERSION could either raise or
lower productivity.
Additional variables are included for weather, geoclimatic region
14/
effects, and time trends,—
Estimates of Crop. Livestock and Aggregate Productivity
Decomposition Equations
Five sets of productivity equations, each containing one equation for
crop, one for livestock, and one for aggregate productivity were estimated.
Each set is fitted as seemingly unrelated equations. The basic specification
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is reported.in-Table 11.3. Equation .11.13 and modifications.of it were
estimated where some of the research or extension variables are excluded.
Specification (1) contains public research, including a differentiation
between pretechnology science and other science, .and.schooling. .The other
specifications are progressively'richer.. In specification .(2), va^riables are
also added for cpramodity intension, management extension, and interaction
•terms between .extension, and research and between extension and schooling. In
the' third specification, private research and interactions between public and
private research are added., ^e fourth and fifth regressions include
variables,to differentiate the t3rpes of public research between biological
efficiency and-other foci types (protection, management, and mechanization)
and an interaction term for private R&D and commodity extension, -The, fifth
•regression also includes.,an interaction variable between the biological effi
ciency share, public.'research, and private research.
The equations'e:q)laining crop productivity are. reported in Table 11.A,
the ones- for.livestock productivity in Table 11,5, and the- one for aggregate
productivity in Table 11,6, Because of the fairly complex specification .of
the productivity equations, including interaction terms, the in5>act of
research, extension, and schooling on productivity is difficult to assess in
Table 11,4-11.6. To make this interpretation easier, we have derived the
productivity elasticities for the research, extension, and schooling vari
ables. They are equations (11,14)-C11.22) in Table 11,3, These elasticities
give the percentage change in productivity due to a one percent change in a
causing variable. They are evaluated at the sample mean and reported in
Table 11.7,"" = • . ' •
Before turning to an interpretation of the marginal productivity elasti
cities for the research, extension"and schooling variables, it will be useful
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to discuss the deflators, the interaction terms, and the price policy.
Deflators
Geoclimate Heterogeneity CG)
The deflator strategy that we have used is to deflate the research
variables by the commodity mix in each "state and then to' further deflate by
G, a measure of geoclimate complexity and DISP (and DISP squared), a measure
of "incongruence" between relative research progr^ importance and commodity
importance. We expect the coefficients on PRBC/G, PRBL/G and RPB/G to be
negative, demonstrating that state research programs with more homogeneous
geoclimate regions will be more productive (i.e., a higher G will lower the
value of the variable). This is strongly borne out in all three equations.
We also deflated commodity extension-in the same manner. We e:q)ect the
signs of EXC/G, EXL/G and EX/G to be positive because geoclimate complexity
should raise the productivity of extension. This expectation is also
strongly borne out by the estimates. We did not attempt to identify a
separate impact of the geoclimate deflator for private research (although we
did deflate with G).
2
Commodity-Research Congruence (DISP and DISP )
Only under very restricted assumptions would we e3q)ect the "optimal"
congruence between research and economic importance at the state level to be
perfect, i.e., where each commodity had the same share of the state's
research budget and commodity income. This would occur only if the "inven-
I '
tion potential" or discovery potential was equal for each commodity. None
theless, it is intuitively clear that as incongruence increases beyond some
level, research productivity would be impaired. Accordingly, we have
included a linear congruence term DISP and its square DISP . We eiqject the
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squared term coefficient to be negative. Apositive linear term coefficient
would indicate that the optimal congruence was not perfect congruence,
2
For all three equations in our estimates the squared .terms DISP
DISPL^, and DISPC^ are negative as expected. The linear term DISPC, DISPL
and DISP are positive indicating that optimally efficient congruence is less
than perfect congruence.
Branch Station Effects (SBRAN and SBRAN^)
We expect research" productivity, to ^be enhanced by branch station
activity, but we also ei^ect this enhancement to have a d^inishing effect as
the proportion of a state's research conducted in stations outside the center
rises. Accordingly, we have included linear (SBRAN) and squared (SBRAN )
interaction deflators. We expect the coefficients on the linear terms to be
positive and the coefficients on the squared terms to be negative. We have
also combined the geoclimate variable Cl/G) with SBRAN because the effective
ness of branch stations should be enhanced by geoclimate complexity. Thus we
^ .1 . , ^ .
expect the signs of the SBRAN/G deflators to be negative.
The estimates show that the linear terms in all 3 equations are positive
showing that branch stations do enhance research productivity. The geo
climate interaction deflators are negative in all equations showing that
<. ' *',1
branch station enhancement is more effective the more complex and
heterogeneous are geoclimate conditions in the state. The expected
diminishing returns, i.e,, (negative SBRAN ) terms are borne out in the crops
equation and in the aggregate equation, but not in the livestock equation.
For the livestock equation the linear term is not significant, the squared
term is positive and the geoclimate term is strongly negative. This suggests
that the binding factor creating diminishing returns to branch station
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productivity in livestock-is-'geoclimate complexity. The, SBRAN; value that ,
maximizes the SBRAN 'impact in equation 5 (aggregate) is approximately 20 •
percent well or above the SBRAN of 11.3 percent^ This indicates thatbranch
stations have-been productive.' -i-
Interactions
We have included interaction terms between a) public research and
private research, b) public research and extension, c) private research and
public extension, and d) public extension: and schooling.-
Public Research-Private Research
•' • I- • , l' •, I' ' • i -C
Is private research substituting for public research and hence
lowering its productivity? If so, we will obtain negative coefficients for
LN(RPR/G) and.SBC*LNC(RPR/G).
For the crop sector,- equations (3) and (4), show negative interactions,
private research does appear to lower the impact-of public research.
Specification (5), however, shows that when the strata has a high share of
biological efficiency research this is not the case. Thus, it appears that
for crop research, private research is competitive with public research
unless they are highly oriented to biological efficiency. (See the following
section on production elasticities for further insight on this.)
For livestock, the evidence is that private research complements or
enhances public research and does, so more strongly the higher the biological
efficiency focus. In the aggregate, the interaction is weakly negative.
It should be noted that the variable STPRPB*LN(RPR/G) is picking up a
type of general interaction between private research and both public research
and extension. This relationship is a substitute relationship.
Research and Extension,
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Extension programs are designed to facilitate information flows
regarding technology. They should generally complement both private and
public research programs. We have two types of extension, commodity oriented
and management oriented. Only the commodity oriented programs are' interacted
with research.
Our crop equation estimates show that commodity ^tension has little or
no interaction with public research'and a weak negative"interaction with
private research. For livestock, the'evidence is similar, except that.the
private research interactions are more strongly negative. The aggregate
estimates reinforce the' picture. Public commodity extension programs do not.
have a complementary relationship with public research p'rogrMis and appear to
be substitutes' for private sector" research.
• ' • . • . ... ;r ;
• Extension and Education
• Most prior studies, have found that farmer's education serves as a
substitute^for public extension programs. We generally find this to be the
case with both types of. extension (commodity and management) in our
estimates.
Public Policy Impacts
We have included four variables designed to measure public policy and
nonfarm economy influences on productivity. To a certain extent we e^^ect
these to be influencing farm structure and hence to have" only an indirect
effect on farm productivity change.
The nonfarm real wage variable is expected to generally have a positive
impact on MFP in agriculture through its "market tightening" effects and
through induced structural change effects. The argument is that better
off-farm work opportunities may induce more efficient labor use on farms. Of
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course, this may be offset by leisure effects on part-time farmers. Our data
show that higher nonfat wages do appear to generate MFP gains in crops, but
to retard them in livestock production. In the aggregate we "obtain a
positive in5)act,"
The price support variables will have different effects on the different
sectors. We would .generally expect price supports to facilitate farm
efficiency.through stabilizing prices. They can, of .course, also induce'
resources to move from one sector to another (and we do not have ideal
j
measures of these so we could be observing some "spurious" relationship).
We do find that higher crop price supports appear to stimulate both crop and
livestock,(and aggregate) MFP growth. Higher .dairy price supports stimulate
higher livestock MFP and lower crop MFP suggesting some (unmeasured)
diversion of resources from crop to livestock production. While we may not
have properly measured these at the sectoral level, we should have more
accurate measures at the aggregate level. The aggregate estimates clearly
suggest that crop programs have enhanced MFP growth while dairy programs have
retarded MFP growth, (See the Appendix for further discussion of these
variables.)
Marginal Productivity Elasticities
Research. Extension and Schooling
Table 11.7 reports the estimated marginal productivity elasticities
(as computed at mean levels for the data where required as shown in equation
11.lA - 11.22 in Table 11.3). These are the key estimates obtained in this
study. A discussion of the full economic implications of these results is
deferred to Chapter lA, The estimated marginal products and marginal
internal rate of return are discussed there.
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'it'may be useful-to" remind rieaders -that these.(estimates are "new" in
three important respects! First, they are the^first estimates'^differen-
tiating-between'crop and'livestock'sectbrs->usingnstate data for;.U.S.. agri
culture, 'Second', they are-'among the first" estimates, utilizing-a private R&D
variable; And third,'they are-the-'first t6^rep6rt estimates based-pn "foci^!
differences;'- ' - -i
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The-design-of Table il. 7^ reflects, the'testing strategy.— .Equation (1)
sought to estimate only public sector research and schooling effects
(iriciudihg^ pre-'techrioiogy'science) Equation.(2) added public .sector ^ten
"sion variables/ Equatiorf-(3) adds private sector.R&D;-variables and enables a
comparisWbetweeri-estimates without (2) and with (3.)-.„.the private R&D
variable. - Equation '(A)' arid (5)^•atterapt ^to explore; the research foci-^dimen
sion 'by including a 'distinction-betweeril research with .a*,bi6lpgical .efficiency
focus and other-research, '''-j: vj.f.o : .
Perhaps^it is'best tb-'-begin with a discussion .of the,.aggregate results
since tHey are^'the- orily results which are'comparable .to-previous-^estimates.
We note from these results that'-the public! research',MPE in equations (1)- and
(2) is-relatively low overall; but relatively high for.pretechnology science.
In specification-2 a relatively high MPE'fon'.extension is obtained.-- ^e _
addition 'of'the private R&D-variables inLspecifica.tion-(3) actually..results
in larger estimates of public research" and" extensibn7effects. .The;MPE for-
public research'•( .05) is comparable tb^ several" prior.'^ estimates-. . The.MPE for
'private R&D is quite-high.Thus, it appears that private RM.has had-
important^'spillover' eiffects t*b' the*'farm' sector," ; The failure -in- previous
studies to include a private'-R&D'variable however, has probably not biased
prior estimates of public'research'impacts'upward,"- - .-c
' Our'efforts'to distinguish between research foci (biological.efficiency
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versus other)-and extension foci (commodity-focused versus general manage
ment) raises something of a puzzle. The estimates show th^t-the public ,
sector research'with a biological'efficiency focus (much of whic^ is pretech-
nology science) has an extraordinarily high MPE ;while other more management
oriented research" has a'negative MPE although the.combined-package has a
positive MPE. The extension results are similar in that it is the commodity,
focused ^tension "that has the high. MPE. Management extension actually has a
negative-MPE." • - •
"This piizzl^ -Uf thaf is what it' is) is. not, solved by. reference to the
separate crop and livestock estimates.; ' These .estimates show that the, bulk of
the public sector research impact occurs in the- crop sector,.-,, This is also
true for the private R6J) impact, where the MPE's ar.e, highest in the crop .
'•sector. -Thepublic sector research .MPE's„arei low'.(eyen negative-in specifi
cation 2 and 3) for the livestock sector (recall that MFF, gains were lover
for the livestock sector and that they were not.highly correlated .with crop
MFP gains-across states). Nonetheless the same•strong•pattern of high MPE's
^Eor pretechnology science and.biological efficiency.foci for public research
•systems holds for^both sectors,. The:differential.between commodity, focused
and general management' extension" holds only.for:the. livestock-sector-(and
this appears to'be the-result" of.private research which was a.strong,
substitute-for extension in this sector.).. t
-'Are these xesults showing' an inefficient "mix" pf public research foci?
(Even though they also show the overall package to -be productive at least in
crop production.) If so., are these explanations -for, this .irrational mix?
To consider this issue-,- it is useful to review the evidence, regarding
deflators and interactions. .The. deflator evidence doesn.'t.suggest any clear
reasons for the mix evidence^ Geoclimatesheterogeneity impinges-on research
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impacts and enhances.^tension impacts for:-both.-.crop and:.,livest6ck sectors.
It also enhances branch"station effectiveness.. .• .i - . . .7^.. v..-
There'is also no strong"evidences to ^suggestr that too much research is
I
conducted in branch stations-.or that ,actual congruence, of research spending
and-commodityj in5)ortance'is-grossly .wrong.' - . bK ... - i • :
'. The-interactions evidence is a little.moreishelpful.; We do. find-evidence
of strong competition or.-, substitution from privatefR&D.>.when .the:-,biological. •
efficiency-Jfocus is low ,(e.g; in;;each .sector but not'in ithe aggregate.
Private-RfiiD also competes withi.extension...' , q -• i:
Thus; evidence: points in the direction of growing differential.coii5>eti-
•tion from private RfitD that is; reducing .thet effectiveness/of the-nonbiological
efficiency public sector ^research, and of.-general extension. •
•i.> • -Nonetheless .this ;is not all ofi.the.rapparentj story. We believe that; one
is pressed in :the direction, of ,interpreting...a:;rarge> part of.this mix issue-as
the result of the nature of the research (and system) support base. • Critics
have charged (see Chapters 13 and 14) that the public system has too much
"duplication" of field trials and repetitive research programs. It has also
been criticized for too much duplication of research with the private
sector.
Other critics have charged that the system has tended to be too
"pedestrian" from the point of view of scientific quality. Lii^s to "mother
sciences" are charged to be weak (see Chapter 6). Project review standards
are said to be low and too few "centers of excellence" exist.
We take up these criticisms in a more thorough way in Chapter 14. We
show that some duplication of effort and some degree of pedestrianism may be
' . . . . ' •
, , o^ ri "-1/ ' , ' •. " i '
required to make the public system effective overall. State research
stations must demonstrate that they are working on state problems to maintain
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support 'ilie'- "tenure'! system of the research programs will probably result
in a poor peer review procedure and some "pedestrian"' research.
Thus, we show that public sector research-programs should probably
exhibit some "mix" problems because they are the result of institutional
factors. That is, we would e}q)ect ,inefficient modes of research to be part
•of the institutional price for overiall effectiveness.- Critics, of the^ system
do'-not/always-appreciate", the nature-of this tradeoff. . .
• Having-said ;this :(and elaborated'on it. in Chapter 14), we must acknowl
edge that the evidence presented in specifications (4) ."and (5) indicates that
the'critics"'may have a point. It should be acknowledged that, the foci data
•are based on self'-reported statements ,(see'Chapter .4) and subject-to possible
bias. Nonetheless;• the"evidence does'strongly suggest that the foci mix and
probably the quality level of-research' in the system has';been lower than what
-it should be." Too much.duplicative' and pedestrian research may:have been
•under-taken'."-' " .. j
Concluding Comments
This chapter has reported estimates of a statistical productivity
decomposition exercise utilizing the state level MFP data developed and
reported in Chapter 10. The Appendix reports an extension of the basic model
treating farm size as an endogenous (and temporary) determinant of MFP
growth. Chapter 12 reports a meta-function (i.e., meta-profits function)
analysis of census data in. which farm size is also treated as a determinant
of productivity change. . ,
We will summarize the results of the analysis in both Chapter 11 and 12
and compare them with prior studies using marginal products and marginal
internal rates of return estimates in the concluding Chapter 14. This
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chapter, however, constitutes an ojnportant part of the analysis of this
volume. This chapter reports the first analysis of the crop and livestock
sectors treated as separate sectors in state time series data. The private
sector R&D are also among the first reported. Finally, the foci mix analysis
presented here are also the first such estimates.
The results may be generally summarized as follows:
1. The separate sectoral estimates show that both private and putilic
research impacts have been'highest in the crop sector. Public research
impacts in the livestock sector have been low.
2. Private R&D impacts have been high in both sectors. The inclusion
of the private sector R&D variables actually results in higher public sector
impact estimates even though they also show that private R&D competes with or
substitutes for public research.
3. Public extension impacts are highest in the crop sector.
-I. . '1 '• J:. • • . • . •
A, Schooling impacts are highest in the livestock sector.
5. Both sectors show evidence of an inefficient public research foci
mix. Research directed toward biological efficiency gains have very high
impacts. Research directed toward management related foci has negative
marginal impacts.
' n/
- ;"ir . : • • . .
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FOOTNOTES
• -'^ Antle and Capalbo (1988) also provide a review of these procedures.
—^The unfortunate tendency to identify the residual TFF measure as
"technological change" without actual analysis created a poor reputation for
MFP measures among many economists. This poor reputation continues to be
held by economists who have not followed the empirical literature seeking to
analyze sources of growth in this residual.
—'^ This point is particularly relevant to identifying returns to
investment in research. The contribution of research may be partially picked
up by quality indexes. Welch (1970) reported that returns to schooling in
U.S. agriculture were higher because of the flow of new technology.
—^The treatment of private costs can be handled in different ways. The
hybrid corn study computed a return to combined public and private research
spending. This is not the return realized by the private firms in the hybrid
seed corn industry. They realized a lower rate of return because the higher
prices that they could charge for superior seed did not capture the full
value of the improved technology.
-^The absurdity of the 700 percent rate of return can be seen by
realizing that a dollar invested at a 700 percent compound rate will grow
into the world's GNP in approximately 20 years.
—^See Chapter 13 for some evidence, however, that a state investment in.
research has a regular pattern.
-''see Feder and Slade (1986) for a treatment of this problem in a study
of extension impact in India.
—^Other specifications for equation 11.9 were also tried. They included
* Pi Po P?
R. = R. RSS. RSR. where the p.s are unknown coefficients.
1111 2 .
—'^ An earlier study (Evenson, 1988) ^fof the 19A8-71 period estimated a
.5 for a..specification utilizing aggregate, i.e., crops plus livestock TFP.
—'^ Adams (1989) and Jaffe (1986) incorporate interindustry spillin
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t'; ,
effects into their productivity analyses.
- I**. V . C »'* ' i iw' ' ' « * * '
—'^ The private research variable was, however, interacted with the ratio
of private to public resource-extension workers in each state.
—'^ The change that the public research system engages in "duplicativeV
.v.- • '• . -
field trials and too much state specific management can be indirectly
- - • - ' - -i . . ' J • ' ' ' J 1 •' I
examined with these specifications.
ll^The mean square errors for alternative a values (0, 0,1, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5) in the OLS specification of productivity containing all final variables
were for the crop sector: .024606, .023930, .023192, .022594, .02282,
.022247 and for livestock sector: .016046, .016285, .016636, .017037,
' 'i'. ' •
.017287, .017726.
14/ ' .— These weights were not estimated,
• •. . ' , •*. 'v. '•
^ —'^ Joint tests for the significance of the coefficients entering into
each elasticity reported in Table 11.7 were performed. In addition, tests on
the actual elasticity levels - evaluated at mean levels were performed. The
tests showed that all elasticities in the table exceeding .015 were signif-
icant at the .005 level.
I
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Table 11.1. Alternative trapezoidal weight distributions for creating
agricultural research stocks.
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Table 11.4, Econometric productivity decoii5)osition:l'U.S."crop sector,




Dependent variable:/ In (MFPC)
• (1)- - — (2) - ^ -(3)- - — -"(4) - -- -(5)
In RPBC
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0.875
(6.49)
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Table 11.4.. (Continued) .
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'Independent
^ * L> J
Dependent -variable: .In (MFPC). _
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Dependent variable: In CMFPC)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
D14 1.189 0.686 0.729 0.880 0.872
(8.41) (5.24) . (5.53) • (6.97) (6.93)
D15 -1.235 -1.511 -1.108 -0.955 -0.919
. (4.87) C6.35) (4.43) (4.00) (3.85)
Intercept • -3599.5 -1939.3 -2576.1 . -2391.2 -2532,7
s '• . (9.12) (4.34) (5.64) (5.58) (5,90)
-^Each equation is fitted as part of a three-equation SUR system




Table 11,5. Econometric productivity decon^osition: S. livestock sector,
• 42 states; 1950-82 (t-ratios are in-parentheses)- - — -
Independent
variables - - •
- - - - .
Dependent variable:- in (MFPL)
-- - (-1) - -(2) - (3) -- - - - (4)- _ (5)
In RPBL '' • 0.253
o- - ,r-
0.326 0.10,4. r- 0.145 0.097
r •
(7.10) (7.96) (1.13) (1.52) (1.02)
lii- (RPBL/G) '• -0.24'9 -0.349 -0.367 -0.456 -0.428
(8.43) (11.42) (7.18) (8.64) (8.07)


















































































































Dependent variable: In (MFPL)
































































































































Table 11.5. (Continued) -
Independent
variables

























Dl- . i -0.188 •









D2 - -- 0.831 -
(19.48)
























































































































Table 11.5. (Continued) •
-Independent
variables
Dependent variable: In (MFPL)
CD • C2) (3) CA) (5)
DIA '^ 0.590 0.21X- 0.235' 0.265 0.328
(4.9A) (1.87) (2.07) . C2.2A) C2.80)
D15 1.956' 2[373" 2.355 2.AA9 2.A87
' (9.35)' (11.98) • (11.78) • C12.ll) (12.A7)
Intercept -35A6.3 - -828.7'. -1157.0 -1657.0 -1660.7
. . ^ 1 (10.09) • C2.19) (2.90): (A.IO) (A.IA)
—'^ Each equation is fitted as part of a three-equation SUR system










Table 11.6. Econometric productivity decomposition: :U,S. .aggregate,




Dependent variable: In (MFP)
















































































•SBRM , -1.67x10'-4 2.60x10"•4 • 2.06x10"
(1.65) (2.99) (2.44)




•SBRAN/G 1.55x10"-5 -5.75xlo''•6 -1.03x10'
(0.30) (1.32) (2.30)






























































(O.AA) (1. 80) (0.96).
•SB'!ln(RPR/G) -O.OOA
- J . (1.31).
•ln(EX/N) -0.010 -0.020 -0. 007 -0.010
- (2.01) -
t ^ J
(2.90) (0. 9A) (1.3A)i
STPRPB-ln(RPR/G) O.OOA 0. 003 0.003
-
'
(5.71) (5. OA) (5.32)




ln(EX/N)*ln ED -0.199 -0.172 -0. 102 -0.119
-
(A.31) • (3.76) • (1. 86) (2.15)
ln(EXM/N)-ln ED -0.019 -0.025 -0. 020 -0.020
• . (0.A5) ' (0.61) (0..50) (0.48)





(1. 76) (0.28) (0.01) (0.,A9) (0.57)
FLOOD -0..036 -0.021 -0.018 -0,, 016 -0.016
• \
(3..37) (2.36) (2.13) (1..92) • (1.'88)







In WAGE -0.,327 0.15A 0.1A7 0,,083 0.081
(7.,1-7) • (3".60) (3.56) • (1..97) (1.93)
NPSUPPORT 0. 0,.175 0.185 0 .211 0.232
W ' ^ •
/ -
C7..86) ' • • (3.65) - (3.96) • (A .51) (4.95)
NPSUPMLK -0,.086 -0.330 -0.16A -0 .199 -0.217
(1..00) (A.A5) - (2.2A)
' .1 >
(2 .7A) (2.95)
NDVERSION 0 .017 0.18A 0.223 0 .165 0.150
















































































































































































Dependent variable: In (MFP)































—'^ Each equation is fitted as part of a three equation SUR system






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 12. BIAS EFFECTS CAUSED BY RESEARCH, EXTENSION,
AND EDUCATION: U.S. CASH-GRAIN FARMS
Duality theory and static multiproduct technology have been applied to
analyze aggregate agricultural data by Shuniway (1983); Weaver (1983); and
McKay, Lawrence and Vlastuin (1983). Several studies (e.g., Antle, 1984;
Binswanger, 1974; and Lopez, 1985a), have indexed technology with a time
trend. But no study had attempted to investigate the effects of agricultural
research, extension, and education in the multiple-output dual static
framework before we began our work (Huffman and Evenson, 1989).
The objectives of this chapter are 1) to examine the bias effects in
cash-grain farmers' production decisions caused by public and private
agricultural research, public extension, and farmers' schooling; and 2) to
present estimates of rates of return and shadow values for public and private
agricultural research, extension, and schooling obtained from the static dual
model of agricultural production. The model is fitted to data for A2 states,
combined over Agricultural Census years 1949-7A, containing the cash-grain
farm type.
The econometric model of production is presented first. Second, the
empirical analyses, which contain a discussion of the data and empirical




The objective of cash-grain farmers is assumed to be best represented
by maximizing expected profit. Thus, fanners are assumed on average to be
risk-neutral, farm production decisions are assumed separable from farm house
hold consumption decisions, and production is assumed static rather than
12-2
djmaraic.- There is mixed'evidence• in-ithe literature on each of .these .
issues;'-"^"' 1':. - ( •; i • . .
The Model of Production
Consider the production decisions of a multiproduct firm making choices
on n+m+1 net outputs y. (Lau, 1976). They supply n+1 outputs (y. > 0, i=0,
- :••• i ^ -I I •
..., n) and employ mvariable inputs (y^ <0, i = n+1, ...» n+m). There are q
fixed or environmental factors, including governmental policies, that are
denoted by Zj^ ^ 0, i=l Denote Pq as the numeraire price, which could
be set equal to 1, and define the normalized expected price of outputs and
'4
inputs as p^ = ^i positive.
With competitive behavior and regular technology, a one-to-one relation
ship exists between the technology and its dual transformation, the normalized
restricted profit-function (Nadiri, 1982; Diewert1973; Lau, 1976), Although
L
the characteristics of the technology can be examined directly through the
primal approach or indirectly by the dual formulation, the dual approach is
computationally easier to manipulate; it yields a "set of- choice functions that
are determined by variables that are exogenous to individual firms, and it
permits a wider range ,of hypotheses to .be'tested, .^e normalized restricted-
profit function, hereinafter called the profit function, is
(12.1) TT = "G(p,z)
where tt is a firm's noimalized variable pro'fit (i.e., nominal profit deflated
by Pq) , G is the profit function, and p and z are vectors of the n+m
norraalized^prices' and q fixed and environmental .factors, respectively. The
profit function is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable, convex,
and monotonic in p and z.—^
From the available flexible forms, the normalized quadratic profit
12-3
function is chosen for this study because it has some net advantages over
.other flexible forms. It imposes homogeneity in prices and is self-dual. It
has a Hessian matrix of constants, which means that local convexity in prices
implies global convexity. Additional implications for the production
technology are weak separability between inputs and outputs and quasi-
homotheticity (Lopez, 1985b), The latter conditions imply linear expansion
paths in input and output space, but they need not start at the origin.
The normalized quadratic profit function is:
n* q
(12.2) ir = dfs + 2 a.p. + 1 6|,z,
U 11 in iCiC
1=1 k=l .
, n* n* T q q
+ 2 2 Z P;jPjP* 2 ^ ^
n* q
1=1 k=l
where n* = n+m, and as, Ps, t^s, and fis are the unknown parameters of the
profit function. Applying Hotelling's lemma, the net-output equations for the
n+m current choices are;
(12.3) y. = a. + 1 p. .p. + X ^=1 " •
^ j=l "-J J k=l ^
These n* optimal choice equations are each linear in the variables—net
output, normalized prices, and fixed and environmental factors—and in the
unknown parameters. The equation for optimal numeraire output can, in
* " *
principle, be obtained residually. Recall that yQ - tt - I Pi^i* ^
substituting equation system (12.3) for y^, the optimal quantity of yQ
is:
12-4_.
(i2-« "o ^ Vk "2 .1^ ^ijPiPj ^2 j^ '^^ ksVr • ""
Because the profit function is assumed to be twice continuously differ-
entiable, its partial derivatives are invariant to the order of differentia
tion, Given that the net supply equations are first derivatives of the profit
function, the slopes of the net supply equations are the second partial
derivatives. The cross-equation symmetry conditions (i.e., is^j• ii
js=l n+m) are imposed to reduce the number of unknown parameters to be •
estimated and. to ease the burden imposed on the. data.




















—T I p. .p., i®l, ..
. > * . -i-iM - •
*
CPj/yo)-;^^-PijPi» n+m^.;





Convexity of the profit function implies'that'the own-price elasticity of
output supply is expected to be positive and"of input demand is expected to be
negative." eross-price-'elasticities-can be positive, negative, or zero. If y^
icand-'y '^are inputs (outputs), i and jiare designated'"substitutes" when .
•> 0 and "complements-'-''when - - n. " • ,
The" shadow-rvalue equations (Nadiri, 1982, p.-452; Diewert, 197A) for the
12-5
fixed and environmental factors associated with the normalized-quadratic
profit function are as follows:
air ^
\ ^ *k£==i + I'ikPi- ^ "
These equations give the marginal change in normalized profit for an increment
in Zj^. Given estimates for and the shadow-value equations can
be evaluated at the sample mean of p and z.
Bias Effects
Several measures of bias effects induced by technical change or other
nonprice factors, for example have been used in the" literature, A
Hicksian measure, based upon marginal rates of technical substitution (trans
formation) , has the disadvantage that bias effects must be measured between
every pair of net outputs. When there are a large number of outputs and
inputs, this set of calculations is difficult, to summarize. Antle (1984)
proposes a single measure of the bias effect on each optimal-, choice caused by
a change in technology or Zj^. Although he employs a translog profit function
and single- output technology, his methodology can be adapted to multiple
output technology. The approach taken here is to state bias effects in terms
of changes in revenue and input cost shares.
The change in the revenue- and factor-cost shares can be eji5>loyed to
define the relative bias effects caused in output (and input) production
decisions due to a change in Zj^. This approach has a major advantage over a
profit share concept of bias effects because revenue (input cost) shares are
always positive and sum to 1; profit shares need not be positive and depending
on how profit is definite, might not sum to 1. The bias effects, stated in
terms of parameters of the profit function, are measured as elasticities. For
the nonnumeraire outputs, the bias effect is defined as:
12^6-
.R
r. 1=1 ^ X=i -/i
i=l, •••'. n (Huffman and Evenson, 1989). ' For the numeraire output, we draw-
. . , . • ^ ' R •
upon the relationship that revenue shares sum (2 p.) to 1; then the bias
i=0 ^
effect for the numeraire output is;
V • R. - • 1- -• " R R
^ok - Pi ^ik-
The bias effect for the input decisions is defined as:
c ^R(12.8) r:. = — r-^ = z,




-^ik 1-— z r-1 p-
* TT . . , ' ik *^1
c i=n+l•LXi
For outputs and inputs, the bias effect is said to be toward or in
' • * . . • I\ C 5 ,. -I '
favor of (against) if > 0 (T^j^ < 0). Thus, when increases, a
favorable bias effect on output y^, i=0 means that its revenue share
has increased, and a favorable bias-effect on input y., i=n+l occurs
2/when its factor-cost share increases.- The biasj effect is neutral if
= 0. _ Furthermore, the weighted average of r^j^s .equals.zero, or the
effects of on reyenue (cost) shares is on average neutral,
A priori, we have weak expectations about .the direction of bias effects
caused by research,^ extension, and education... This is a relatively new area
of investigation. Bias effects reported in,other s,tudies have been limited
primarily to the effects of time on input choices, A general belief exists,
however, that agricultural (public and private) research has resulted in new
technologies that are relatively intensive in fertilizer and machinery
services (coinpared with farm labor and fuel). See National Academy of
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Sciences, pp. 20-39, However, the public sector spends relatively little on
mechanization research (Ch. 3). In Chapter 8, we concluded that enhanced
genetic potential of hybrid corn varieties developed by private research has
resulted in a spectacular increase of corn yields during the period 1930 to
1980. On the other hand, relatively little genetic improvement of wheat
varieties occurred during 19A0-1965, and soybean varietal improvement due
primarily to public research has been steady but not spectacular since 1940.
Thus, private research seems likely to cause biases in favor of feed-grain
outputs and fertilizer and machinery inputs, and public research to cause
biases in favor of soybean output and fertilizer input.
Several studies have found that farmers' schooling and agricultural
extension are substitutes in affecting the efficiency of agricultural
decisions (e.g., Huffman, 1977, 1981). Thus, agricultural extension and
farmers' schooling might have similar bias effects oh production
decisions.
The Empirical Analyses
A set of six equations for output supply and input demand functions and .
. ^ 3/
the profit function are jointly fitted to data for U.S. cash-gram farms.
The parameter estimates of these equations are used to derive the estimates of
own-price elasticities of supply and demand, estimates of bias effects of
U.S. public policy on farmers' production decisions, and shadow values and
rates of return for the public policy variables.
The Data
The data are for cash-grain farms in A2 U.S. states derived from the
six agricultural censuses between 1949 and 1974.— Farms in the past have
been classified according to primary sourceCs) of farm sales (e.g., cash-
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grain, dairy). Farms in any one of these type classes can be expected t9 have,
more 'similar technology than all -farms. -Cash-^grain farms—farms .having i.-50
percent'of their sales'from grain and-beans—represent-a .large .and increasing.-
share of U.S. farm types, except for the-NeW^England region. Thus,the-New
England states-are excluded from our-analysis, leaving A2 of the contiguous. A8.
states, ; ... - .
- * I
The iproductipn decisions of cash-grain farmers are condensed into
seven major, aggrepte (per farm) quantity indexes. Included are four variable
inputs:, fertilizer (co^ercial), fuel, machinery services, and labor (farmer
and ^red) and three outputs: wheat, soybeans, and-feed grains (corn, graini
sorghum,^oats, barley). Alarge number of secondary outputs (e.g., livestock,
cotton, tobacco, vegetables, fruits) are excluded. The independent variables
for explaining these choices are the expected product prices, current variable
input prices, and fixed and environmental factors, including research,
extension, education, and farm-commodity policies.
The variables entering the supply and demand functions are summarized in
Table 12.1. The quantity of fertilizer was derived by dividing expenditures
on fertilizer (U.S. Dept. Commer.) by a state-level weighted price index. The
state price, index was obtained by applying state quantity weights to national
- f ,' • ' 5/ ' . • -- - •• -
average prices for the primary nutrients N, P, and K.— Prices for separate
components were weighted by expenditure shares. The price of fertilizer, the
independent variable, is the one-year lagged state-level price of the
composite fertilizer quantity. The quantity of fuel for agricultural use was
derived by dividing expenditures on gasoline, diesel fuel, LP gas, and oil and
' grease (U.S. Dept. Commer.) by a state-level weighted fuel price. Regional
expenditure shares for 195A were applied in earlier years. The petroleum
price, the independent variable, is the one-year lagged state price of the
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composite fuel quantity.
The quantity of machinery services was derived by dividing an estimate of
rental expenditures for owned and hired machinery services by a state price
index for machinery services. Expenditures on machine hire were taken
directly from the U.S. Dept. Coiiimer., Census of Agriculture, The implicit
n
rental expenditures for owned machinery in year t is computed as I p..
(r +d. ) K. , where p.. is the "new price" of the i-th type of machine in year
t, is the number of machines of tjrpe i in year t, the PCAs annual
average interest rate on loans outstanding (USDA, Agricultural Statistics),
and d^ is the straight-line depreciation rate on the i-th type of machine (Am.
Soc.. Agr. Engineers), The tj^es of farm machinery were limited to ones
reported in the U.S. Dept. Commer., Census of Agriculture; i.e., farm trucks,
wheel and crawler tractors, balers, combines, corn pickers, and forage
harvesters. The "new prices" of machines were derived from prices of machines
reported in the National Farm and Power Equipment Dealers Assoc., Official
Tractor and Farm Equipment Guides. The state rental price index of machine
services is ' where is the wholesale price index for
agricultural machinery and equipment at the beginning of t (U.S. Dept. Labor),
and d^ is the weighted average depreciation rate for the set of machines on
farms.
The farm labor input is measured as the annual hours of farm operator and
hired labor employed on farms. Farm operators were assumed to work an average
of 300 days per year at on-farm and off-farm work combined and to work an
average of 8 hours per day at farm and off-farm work, and their farm hours
were derived by subtracting an estimate of their annual hours of off-farm
work. Annual hours of hired labor are derived as annual expenditures on hired
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labor plus e3q)enditures on contract labor-CU.S. Dept. Commer.) divided by the
state average -annual hourly-farm .wage (USDA, Farm-Labor)., The wage rate for
hired farm labor-is arbitrarily- assumed, to be,-the marginal cost of operator
employed'farm labor. •. The'wage rate for fann labor, the independent variable,
is the'state average wage rate for hired labor lagged one. year.
The bushels•of' grain-harvested were used to construct measures of the
outputs of wheat, soybeans,, and'feedigrains. The feed grain.quantity index is
constructed by using the quantities of corn, pats, barley,- and grain sorghum
harvested (U.S.. Dept. Commer.) and. state average prices received for the
commodities (USDA, Agr. Prices). The expected output prices, the. independent
variable, are the average closing .futures, market prices in the planting month
for harvest month contracts, adjusted for s.tate, differences in average trans
portation costs. '^^ -'-The planting months are March or April (September for
winter wheat). " The (expected) feed grainsprice is the numeraire,price in,the
empirical•analysis, and the other output^and input prices .are diyided by it,
•-^Fixed factors are the land.stock, preseason,precipitation, and tijne
trend. The'land-stock is measured in constant .quality, units as a
price-weighted-quantity index of .five land-use-types on cash-grain farms. The
weights are fixed- for all years. Relative^weights were taken from Hoover
(1961) and expressed at the 19A9-average; land-p.rice, levels (U.S. Dept.
Commer.), Preseason precipitation is known-at planting_-time,, and it is
measured as the total of. the state.average precipitation received during the
months of October--through. March, before", planting, ...The trend and trend squared
are included. .to remove-the•effects of unmeasured variables that are correlated
with time and;that otherwise might cause spurious estimates of coefficients of
included variables.
Other exogenous^variables are public and,private, crop research.
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agricultural extension, farmers' schooling and feed grains and wheat program
variables. Public crop research expenditures for four research foci areas
(biological efficiency, protection, mechanization, and management (Ch. 3,
Table 5, and Ch. 11)) were each converted into a stock. Research is assumed
to affect production with a lag having a maximum length of 35 years. After 2
years of gestation, the lag pattern is trapezoidal—first linearly increasing
(7 years), constant (6 years), and then decreasing (20 years) (Ch. 11). The
public agricultural research stock is the summation of research stocks for the
four foci. To obtain the public research stock for cash-grains, this stock of
public crop research was then weighted by the share of the value of corn,
wheat, other cereals and soybeans to the total value of farm output.
The private agricultural research stock was derived by a similar method.
However, the basic data for deriving this variable was the annual number of
patents awarded by the U.S. Patent Office in the agricultural technology
fields of fertilizers, cutting, harvesting, cotton-tobacco, and plows. This
annual number of patents in each field was allocated to states ,by using esti
mates of "shares."—'' The annual number of patents for each state is the
summation over each of these technology fields. The annual patent number for
each state was converted into a private research stock by applying the trape
zoidal weights used for creating public research stocks.
The agricultural extension variable is a stock of staff days per
commodity-subregion. In constructing this variable, the number of agricul
tural extension staff days was augmented with a relatively.small number of
staff days from farm management and agricultural engineering research
(Evenson, 1978, p. 20A). The annual series for staff days was converted into
a stock by applying geometrically declining weights of .5, .25, .125, etc.
Deflation of the stock by the number of commodity-subregions normalizes for
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general complexity of a state's agriculture. The boundaries of .geoclimatic
subregions are presented in Ch. 10. The schooling level of cash-grain fanners
is proxied by a weighted (Welch, 1970) average number of years of schooling
completed by all farmers in a state (U.S. Dept. -Commer.Census of-
Population). ' ' '•
The government program'variables concentrate on the loan rate but .ignore
acreage restrictions. ,They are derived as • where p^ is .the
normalized price of the i-th output, i = 5- (wheat), 7' (feed .grains) ' ^Li "
the national average loan rate (Cochrane and Ryan, 1976) for wheat (i = 5) and
for corn (i = 7); is a dummy variable taking the value of 1 if output i is
produced, and 0 otherwise. To the extent that these programs have resource
allocation effects, the coefficient of the-wheat program variable is e3q)ected
to be negative in the wheat supply equation,- and the coefficient of the
feed-grain program variable is expected to be negative in the feed-grains
supply equation. • " . .
Several other variables are included in the output supply and input
demand equations. First, the share of the farm operators that are 65 years of
age or older is included to represent the effects of partial retirement and -
possible short-term planning horizon of older farmers. Second, the three
outputs are not always produced by cash-grain farmers in all 42 states. For
example, only 65 percent of the states have cash-grain farms reporting
positive quantities of soybeans harvested. " In all supply-demand equations,
variables are added to permit the intercept and coefficients of the normalized
soybean and wheat prices to differ because of the practical problem of
truncation at zero for soybean and wheat supply decisions.
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Econometric Estimation
The econometric versions of equations (12.2) and (12.3) have been
modified slightly. First, random disturbance terms (Uj^) were added to the
profit, supply, and demand equations. These disturbances represent the
effects of random weather conditions and approximation error; they are assumed
homoscedastic and uncorrelated within equations and normally distributed.
Because the production decisions of farmers are affected by similar shocks,
contemporaneous cross-equation correlation of the seven disturbance terms is
permitted.
Farms are classified based upon observed farm outputs or sales. The
predicted relative frequency of (not) observing cash-grain farms is added to
the empirical specifications of the supply and input demand equation and to
the profit function to hold constant the probability that farms are classified
as the cash-grain tjrpe.
The estimation proceeds in two steps. First, an OLS regression equation
8/
was fitted to explain the proportion of cash-grain farms.- The predicted
relative frequency of the cash-grain farm-type classification for each state
and year was obtained from this equation. Second, the system of six supply
and demand equations and the profit function (a total of 7 equations) was
fitted using the seemingly unrelated (SUR) estimation procedure. The
7-equation SUR model has 1764 observations and 307 coefficients.
Cross-equation symmetry restrictions and identity restrictions (r^j^ in profit
and supply-demand equations) are imposed, and within equations the coefficient
of the normalized price of soybeans (wheat) is constrained to zero when
soybeans (wheat) are not produced. These restrictions totaled 126. Thus. 181
9/
different coefficients are estimated in the 7-equation SUR system.
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Estimates of the Product Supply and. Input Demand Elasticities
Estimates of the parameters of the six supply and demand equations are
reported in Huffman and Evenson (1989). Estimates of the coefficients of the
profit function are available from the authors. All own-price coefficients
have the-expected sign, and all. except for wheat and soybeans, are
significantly different from zero at the 5percent level. The coefficients of
the fixed factors are plausible. Increasing the average land input per farm
causes the quantity of all variable inputs demanded and all outputs supplied
to increase, except for soybeans. Greater preseason precipitation decreases
the demand for all variable inputs and increases the quantity supplied of all
outputs. As the share of older fanners age 65) increases, the demand for
all inputs and supply of outputs are reduced.
All demand elasticities are negative as expected. The demand
• elasticities are -1.20 for fertilizer. -0.72 for fuel. -0.61 for machinery,
and -0.51 for labor. The own-price supply elasticities are positive as
expected: the supply elasticities are 0.97 for wheat, 1.31 for soybeans, and
0.02 for feed grains.
Estimates of Bias Effects and Rates of Return
Estimates of the bias effects on cash-grain farmers' production
decisions attributed to a change in agricultural research, extension, farmers'
schooling, and other fixed factors are presented in Table 12.2. These
estimates'are obtained by evaluating equation (12.6)-(12.8) at the sample mean
values of Zj^, yt, P^. Hjj, and n^. The estimates of \ and are taken
from the fitted equations. ' '
The'results show, other things equal, that additional public agricultural
research during the period 19A9-1974 had a slight (relative) bias effect
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toward fertilizer usage and against machinery and farm labor input usage.
Private agricultural research had a large bias effect toward fertilizer and a
moderate sized bias against fuel, labor, and machinery inputs. For outputs,
public agricultural research had a small bias in favor of soybeans but a
slight bias against wheat and feed grains. Private agricultural research had
a large bias effect toward feed grains, and this was offset by relatively
large bias effects against wheat and soybeans. Thus, over the study period,
public agricultural research has biased output decisions of cash-grain farmers
in favor of soybean output and private research has biased these decisions in
favor of feed grains.
Agricultural extension caused only a slight bias in input and output
decisions of cash-grain farmers. Among inputs, extension caused a slight bias
against fertilizer and fuel and toward machinery and labor inputs. Among
outputs, extension caused a small bias against wheat and slight biases toward
soybeans and feed grains.
The biases caused by farmers' schooling have been larger among output
than among input decisions. Schooling had a small bias toward machinery
input, a small bias against fertilizer, and a slight bias against labor and
fuel. Among outputs, farmers' schooling caused large biases in favor of wheat
and large biases against soybeans and feed grains.
The shadow values of public crop research and farmers' schooling are all
positive, but the shadow values of private crop research and extension are
slightly negative.—^ These computations are performed at the sample mean for
all variables. When costs are considered and rates of return are computed,
public crop research has a large social payoff and farmers' schooling has a
respectable social payoff. An increment to public crop research, which has
its benefits distributed over 33 years, has a (social) internal rate of return
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of 62 percent. This return is large and includes benefits from cash-grain
research for farms that produce feed grains, wheat, and soybeans but that-are
in.a.different farm-type classification, • These other farms account for about,
half of the total benefits.
The .shadow value of one year of schooling for farmers (a O.IA increase of
the education index) for cash-grain .farmers is $55A per year. The skills
obtained from an additional year of schooling are assiMed to permanently
increase productivity for AO years. At a social cost of $3,640 ($2,800 of
foregone earnings), >the- internal rate of return to farmers.' schooling is 15
percent. - . ;, . . . ^
' The.shadow value of private crop research and extension are slightly
negative but near zero. . The definition of profit includes returns to fixed
and environmental factors and to governmental policies. . The results imply .
that.the net effect of an increment to private research is to leave profit of
cash-grain farms on average unchanged (e.g., any net increase .of input cost is
just offset by an equal net increase of -the value of outputs produced). The
poor payoff to extension is puzzling, but evidence on -returns, to extension
have been mixed. : . , .
These: computations^of, shadow values should be viewed with some caution.
They were.derived by assuming that output and input prices remain unchanged in
the face of adjustments caused by a change in policy. This is reasonable when
there are international markets and U.S. cash-grain producers account for only
a small.share of the total. Also, we have assumed that market prices of
outputs and inputs reflect marginal social value. This .does not occur when
there are large, surpluses of commodities in government inventories .and when
subsidies-taxes significantly affect prices.
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Conclusion
This chapter has focused on estimates of bias effects in agricultural
production decisions caused by agricultural research, agricultural extension,
and farmers' schooling. During 1949-7A, public and private crop research
caused relative input bias effects in favor of fertilizer usage and against
farm labor and machinery inputs. The direction of the biases for fertilizer
and farm labor are consistent with an induced innovation hypothesis. With
research increasing over the period and having biases against the machinery
input, the large increase in machinery input over the period is driven
directly by input arid output prices. For outputs of cash-grain farms, public
crop research has had bias effects in favor of soybeans and private research
in favor of feed grains. The large increase in soybean output during the
period is driven both by prices'and favorable biases in agricultural
technology caused by public research.
Relative input and output bias effects caused by extension were small.
Farmers' schooling had an input bias effect in favor of machinery but against
fertilizer. Schooling also had an output bias in favor of wheat relative to
decisions on soybeans and feed grains.
Estimates of rates of return to investments in public research and
farmers' schooling are derived from estimates of shadow values of these
variables. The social internal rates of return is 62 percent for public crop
research and to farmers' schooling is 15 percent. In contrast, the private
sector seems to capture the benefits from private crop research. The shadow
value of private crop research is zero, implying that net increase of crop
input cost is offset by an equal net increase of crop output value.
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Footnotes
-'^ The profit function is convex if its matrix of cross-partial
derivatives is positive semi-definite or if all its characteristic roots
are positive or zero.
• —''Antle and Capalbo (1988) show that the interpretation of bias effects
j', ' * ' '
are simplified when the technology is input-output separable.
3/- We have proposed a theoretical model of farm-level behavior and are •
planning to fit this model to aggregate average data. Linear aggregation of
variables over farms is appropriate when the individual profit functions are
• ' ^ I. ' • 11 • , '
normalized quadratic. Output and input prices may, however, not be exogenous
" J ' . * '
at the state level of aggregation.
—The 5-year interval between successive censuses of agriculture reduces
the number of observations available on each state from what annual data would
provide. Annual data are not available for farms by type, only for all
farms.
-^See Huffman and Evenson (1989) for more details on the derivation of
variables.
—''Although there is not uniform agreement about the appropriate output
prices to use, the futures' markets efficiently incorporate information.
Gardner (1976) has shown that own-price elasticities of supply are much larger
when futures prices are used rather than one-year lagged actual prices.
-^The shares were derived as follows: fertilizers—state expenditure on
fertilizer divided by U.S. value of all farm output; cutting—state value of
hay produced divided by U.S. value of all farm output; harvesting—state value
of corn, wheat, and soybeans produced divided by U.S. value of all farm
output; cotton—tobacco—state value of cotton and tobacco produced divided by
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U.S. value of all farm output; plows—state rental on farmland divided by
U.S. value of all farm output. The private research is then the summation of
the estimated number of crop-related agricultural patents in the five crop
technology fields,
8/
—The equation fitted to e:q>lain the cash grain proportion of all farms
contained all the variables included in the output supply and input demand
equa:tions (see Table 12.2), except for feed-grain program and wheat program
variables. However, the land and share of farm operators ^ age 65 variables
are defined for all farms, not just cash-grain farms.
9/- The estimated coefficients of the demand and supply equation may be
affected by the choice of the equation to delete.
—''The Hessian matrix failed the test for convexity.
—'^ For public agricultural research, a $1 increase in the stock has a
marginal product of $55 at the state level (1961 prices).
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Table 12.1. Sample mean value of quantities, pricesand other variables;
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Table 12.2. Estimates of bias effects in production decisions of U.S. cash-
grain farmers caused by research, extension, and farmer s






















Fertilizer 0.076 1.6AA -0.019
-0.222 0.181
Fuel 0.006 -0.534 -0.010
-0.005 0.126
Machinery -0.028 -0.A3A 0.005 0.252
0.304
Labor -0.016 -0.255 0.008
-0.092 0.389
Outputs
Wheat -0.065 -1.357 -0.098
2.550 0,325
Soybeans 0.2A3 -0.716 0.060 -1.650
0.157
Feed grain -0.033 1.066 0.0A3 -1.099 0.518
Bias effects are estimated using equations (12.6)-(12.8), evaluated at
the san5)le mean values of the variables.
